








































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE

MONDAY 5 NOVEMBER 2001

Members present:

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair

Mr Richard Bacon Mr Gerry Steinberg
Mr Barry Gardiner Jon Trickett
Mr Brian Jenkins Mr Alan Williams
Mr David Rendel

S J B KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General, further examined.
M B G, Treasury Officer of Accounts, HM Treasury, further examined.

APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS 1999–2000

Volume 16: Class XVI Departments of the Chancellor of the Exchequer—Audit of HM Customs and
Excise under Section 2 of the Exchequer and Audit Departments Act 1921 (HC25-XVI)

PART 4: REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:
LANDFILL TAX CREDIT SCHEME

Examination of Witnesses

M R B, Chairman, HM Customs and Excise, T E  C, Non-executive
Chairman, M M W, Joint Acting Chief Executive and Head of Finance and
Administration, M N C, Joint Acting Chief Executive and Operations Director,
ENTRUST, examined.

scheme, I should probably point to two. One isChairman
simply an issue of complexity. There are many

1. Order, order. Good afternoon. This is a meeting relationships between these bodies and it takes a fair
of the Committee of Public Accounts of the House of amount of administration to make sure that they are
Commons. This afternoon we are considering the all tracked and watched properly and carefully as
Comptroller and Auditor General’s report on the they should be. We probably spend relative to similar
Landfill Tax Credit Scheme which is covered in Part other taxes rather more time on this tax because of its
4 of the report on HM Customs and Excise complexity. I was particularly pleased to see in the
Appropriation Account 1999–2000. I welcome Comptroller and Auditor General’s Report that as a
everybody to the Committee and in particular I result of those controls this scheme is operating
welcome our main witnesses who are: Richard satisfactorily. The other area I would point to as
Broadbent, the Chairman of the Board of HM causing particular difficulty is what I would broadly
Customs and Excise; Lord Cranbrook, the call transparency. Because there is a large number of
Chairman of ENTRUST; Mike Whiting and Neil different bodies interacting with each other and
Carrigan who are the joint acting Chief Executives of because all those relationships cannot be monitored,
ENTRUST. Thank you for coming to answer our it is not always easy to be sure who is taking
questions this afternoon. May I start with you, Mr which decisions with what outcomes. Transparency
Broadbent? Welcome back after such a short stay is of course part of the price this scheme pays
away from us. for delivering to relatively small, relatively

(Mr Broadbent) It is a pleasure. unsophisticated bodies, funding for charitable
purposes.2. Figure 3 shows that there are complex

relationships between the public and private sector
for landfill tax and the credit scheme. What problems

3. Somebody might comment that it would be a lothas this caused you in monitoring the operation of
easier for you just to levy the tax and then give outthe Landfill Tax Credit Scheme and the effectiveness
the money for appropriate environmental projects asof ENTRUST as its regulator?
grant-in-aid.(Mr Broadbent) This scheme is a complex scheme.

It is part of the purpose of the scheme that it brings (Mr Broadbent) It would undoubtedly be much
together large numbers of different bodies, not least simpler, but that would come with a cost. The cost
ENTRUST, contributing landfill site operators, would be a loss of the private sector status of the
environmental bodies, third party contributors. scheme which is important in the sense that it
There is no doubt that as a result this scheme is qualifies it for matching funding, for example from
complex. If you ask me, as you did, what particular the EU, for environmental projects. It would come at

the loss of the small bottom-up parish-council-levelproblems that gives Customs in overseeing the
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schemes which central government is quite bad at notes that landfill site operators take decisions on

which environmental schemes represent value forsupporting. You would certainly get simplicity but it
would not be free. money. That is all rather complex. How in these

circumstances can we be sure about the effectiveness4. One of the problems is that there are several and value for money of the scheme?years between the tax credits being paid and the (MrGlicksman) That is a fair point: it is difficult inmoney going into environmental projects. Is this a these circumstances. The scheme was set up in orderworry for you? to deliver projects at the local level to local projects(Mr Broadbent) Yes, it is a matter of concern for of interest which would not perhaps have receivedus. It is partly a function of the fact that the scheme funding otherwise and which would be in line withis both new and, partly through the efforts of Lord the priorities of the local area. Inevitably that hasCranbrook and his colleagues, has grown very resulted in a rather complex arrangement where it israpidly, which is very much to their credit. It is easy difficult to establish the value for money andto forget when this scheme was first created that effectiveness of the scheme. It is partly as a result ofmany people thought it would not work at all and that that the Government has announced quitethat landfill site operators would not contribute recently that it is reviewing the scheme and lookingmoney. The fact that they have says a great deal for at alternative options.the efforts ENTRUST made. Because the scheme is
8. How far have you got in this review of thegrowing there is a lag which means money is being

scheme?committed and not spent and that is a concern. We
have spent some time working with ENTRUST to (Mr Glicksman) The Government have only just
make sure that their systems are adequate to track it. announced that it is starting a review.
We are satisfied that tracking is taking place and as 9. So you have not made much progress yet.the scheme matures the percentage of funds spent (Mr Glicksman) No, it is only just starting.relative to those committed is going up and is

10. Will you accept that Mr Broadbent is notprobably now nearer 65 per cent than the earlier
responsible for value for money, he is responsible fornumbers in the scheme.
getting the money in? There is a criticism that a lot of5. To what extent do these arrangements increase this money is simply going on pet projects and not onthe scope for irregularities and fraud? the macro policy of trying to increase resources into(Mr Broadbent) In relation to fraud I would judge reducing landfill. Do you accept that as a validprobably not at all; fraud in the sense of money being criticism? Who is responsible for value for money ifsiphoned off to line the pockets of people. Probably if not Mr Broadbent?it were a public sector scheme you would not see very (Mr Glicksman) The Government as a whole isdifferent levels of fraud. We are reasonably satisfied responsible for value for money of the scheme as suchthat the level of fraud in that sense is low. There are and that is what Ministers have recently announcedtwo known cases and two cases under investigation they are reviewing. There is a process for ensuringand that is out of about 9,000 projects. If you ask me that the scheme as a whole is looked at and reviewed.about irregularity in the sense of there being

11. Welcome, Lord Cranbrook, to ourpotential for conflicts of interest, for it not being
deliberations. Paragraph 4.8 notes, “From the startcertain quite who is driving decisions, then yes, there
of the Scheme in 1996 to August 2000 environmentalare some concerns there. It is not irregularity in the
bodies have received total contributions from sitesense that it is against the objects of the scheme. One
operators of £285 million of which £135 million . . .of the objects of the scheme was to set it up in a way
has been spent”. This means that there is £150 millionwhich allowed for these small schemes, lower level
in bank accounts which could be used forschemes, local schemes to be funded. Undoubtedly,
environmental projects. Why is this and what are youbecause it is not wholly transparent, there is the
doing about it?potential for conflicts of interest to arise and I should

be more concerned about that area than I would be (Lord Cranbrook) I also welcome the opportunity
about fraud per se. to be here. ENTRUST is not a public body, we are a

not-for-profit company financed by an6. Would you accept that the very complexity of administrative charge, which is capped at two perthe scheme is grist to the mill of those who allege that cent. We do not have a nominated accounting officer,such a complicated scheme could lead to so some of the preliminary papers you offered us wereirregularities? not relevant to us. We are a bit untypical of(MrBroadbent)Undoubtedly so. It was recognised organisations you usually see. It was a very earlywhen the scheme was set up that probably it would decision of our board that we should aspire tobe scrutinised to a greater than usual degree, standards of openness and accountabilityincluding by committees such as your own. The appropriate to public bodies and in this spirit I amcomplexity is the price you pay for the scheme being very glad to be able to be here and help you to theof the nature it is, which is one in which 60 per cent extent that we can. You have asked this specificof £400 million of funds have been committed to question about unspent money and I shall ask one orsmall local level projects. That probably could not other of my acting chief executives to deal with thathave been achieved by a central government scheme. issue.
(Mr Whiting) The report does not fully bring out7. I see from Figure 3 that the Department for the

Environment, Transport and the Regions oversee the time lag between the report on money coming
into us and money being reported as spent. We askpolicy on waste management. ENTRUST ensure

that environmental bodies comply with the scheme. the larger enrolled bodies to report to us half yearly
after the year end and the smaller ones report to usCustoms monitor ENTRUST. And paragraph 4.7
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annually. We believe that there is an average time lag 18. We have received correspondence, some of

which I understand you are aware of, setting out aof about five months in reported spending. It makes
number of matters. I particularly wanted to raise thesome difference to the presentation of the figures. We
matter of the resignation of the previous Chiefbelieve at present about 65 per cent of the total
Executive, Dr Richard Sills, in July 2001. Given thatcontributions is reported to us as spent. We believe
the funding of ENTRUST comes at least in part fromthat leaves £140 million, that sort of order, unspent
landfill tax credits, are you satisfied that the amountsin bank accounts. We recognised this very early on as
paid to Dr Sills on the termination of his contract areone of our major concerns. We have a sophisticated
proper use of public monies?risk model and one of the two main planks in that is

(Mr Broadbent) Yes. The amount paid to Dr Sillsthe amount of money received in total by enrolled
is governed by a confidentiality agreement on whichbodies and secondly, how much they have not spent
I have to tread rather carefully. Although I am veryand that drives our visits to them to check on
happy to answer your questions in detail if you wish,money unspent.
I just have to recognise that I would be stepping

12. I am not sure I got what the figure is at the outside a confidentiality agreement by doing so. I will
moment. Some information I had was that it could answer your question yes, we have looked at the
have gone up to £170 million. Is that right? terms. I am personally aware of them and I believe

(Mr Whiting) The total spend now is about £250 the terms are a proper use of public money. I shall
million. As at 31 October it is £251 million spent but explain in detail why I believe that to be the case, but
that has a time lag built in of about four or five I would prefer to do that either in writing or possibly
months. privately.

13. How much is actually sitting in bank accounts 19. I shall be satisfied with that for the time being.
at the moment? Lord Cranbrook, you are going to get asked a series

(Mr Whiting) If you allow for the time lag, about of quite probing questions, but this is a very
£120 million, something of that order. innovative scheme and I just want to give you an

opportunity for a second to look to the future and
14. I see from paragraph 4.12 that in 1999 give a flavour of what you think are the positive

ENTRUST and Lodge Service visited some 420 points about it and how you think we can improve it
environmental bodies, of which only around one for the future; not at any length, but just so you feel
third were found to be fully compliant with the that we have not been entirely negative in our
requirements of the scheme’s regulations. What are questioning.
you doing to improve compliance levels? (Lord Cranbrook) The scheme is very much larger

(Lord Cranbrook) We are doing a great deal but I than it was when originally envisaged. When it
should like to make the point that the regulations do started I was given a rather large non-executive
allow us discretion as to whether to revoke bodies board and £20,000 and told to go and be a regulator,
which have failed to comply. The list of small points which was a pretty tricky job to undertake. I believe
on which compliance is tested is quite large and many that in our first nine months or so of activity, for
of the levels of non-compliance are inevitable but not which none of us drew any remuneration or anything
significant. Our task as a regulator is to maintain the like that, we did succeed in persuading the landfill
overall probity of the scheme and this does require operators that a reliable scheme could be operated
decisive interventions when we identify cases of and the funds then began to flow. The funds which
deliberate misconduct. If we see that there is a small are now flowing, as you pointed out just now, are
failure in technical compliance, we take steps to work large. The things to which they are directed are the
with the environmental body in order to make it sort of things which throughout my life I have felt
compliant and to bring it on stream. aspirations towards supporting. The scheme has

made an enormous impact across a very wide range15. The criticism is that you seem to be fairly
of environmental aims, as distinct from the singularpowerless because you are simply not revoking any
aim of the tax which of course is to change people’slicences.
behaviour. All the scheme’s current approved objects(Mr Carrigan) We are revoking licences.
continue to meet at least one of the four objectives of(Lord Cranbrook) Yes, we are revoking licences.
the Government’s sustainable development strategy.(Mr Carrigan) There have been several enforced
I do feel that this is worth preserving. It has createdrevocations in cases where bodies have been seen to
a genuine bottoms-up system whereby themisspend the money or have failed to account for it aspirations of an enormous number of small localadequately to us. groups have been met. You referred to pet projects
just now, but a lot of those pet projects have actually16. How many:
been projects which contribute directly towards the(Mr Whiting) A total of ten enforced revocations
Government’s sustainable development objectives.to date.
There are small schemes in many cities for assisting

17. That does not sound very many. recycling. There are schemes for collecting white
(Lord Cranbrook) We are fortunate in so far as goods and putting them back into the system, there

there have not been many cases in which a body has are several schemes for collecting old computers and
been forcibly revoked because we have found it to be redistributing them to schools. There is an enormous
non-compliant. The sort of things on which bodies amount of waste which has actually been withdrawn
are found to be non-compliant are for example from the waste stream. Consistently about one third
failing to report to us a change in the names of their of the funds have voluntarily been offered towards

sustainable waste management projects and since thedirectors.
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Government proposed a 65:35 split, we have already 23. I did not talk about terminating the scheme. I

was talking about empowering ENTRUST toseen a shift in the funding which is positively directed
towards aspirations for sustainable waste continue its current role in the scheme. The fact is

that it seems to me you have now deliberately decidedmanagement. I do believe not only that the scheme
has created new partnerships, totally hitherto that a 12-month period should be introduced which

did not exist previously.unprecedented partnerships between landfill
operators and the citizens within a short distance of (Mr Broadbent) If ENTRUST breach any of their
their sites, between local government and voluntary conditions, we could terminate the terms of approval
groups. A very large number of intriguing immediately.
partnerships have been formed. It is very important

24. That is not what I am saying. I am talkingto preserve all these things whatever direction the
about a policy change. It does seem to me that youGovernment may choose to take.
have pre-empted the capacity of the Government to
make a policy change. I leave that on the record. May
I ask ENTRUST some questions? How many project
managers or agencies or institutions are controllingJon Trickett
more than one scheme?

20. May I ask Customs & Excise why at the (Lord Cranbrook) Do you mean environmental
beginning of the review and given the comments of bodies?
our colleagues on another Select Committee they

25. Yes. How many are managing more than onehave renewed the terms of the contract with
scheme?ENTRUST for a further four years with a 12-month

(Mr Carrigan) Very many of them are managingbreak clause?
more than one scheme.(Mr Broadbent) We have a terms of approval with

ENTRUST which is the vehicle within which we set 26. Can I then conclude that many of them are
out what we expect ENTRUST to do to make the being managed by project managers who are non
scheme run efficiently and effectively, to discharge compliant on one or more schemes?
our responsibilities effectively. That set of terms of (Mr Carrigan) This really goes back to the
approval is revised quite regularly, partly because question the Chairman asked about one third of
this is a new and developing scheme and we are keen environmental bodies being found not to be 100 per
to keep our terms we impose on ENTRUST up to cent compliant on the first visit to them.
date. There has been a whole series of revisions and

27. Do we have a policy of saying that until theyyou are quite correct that the most recent revision
are compliant they will not be allowed any furtherwas made quite recently; last month. That revision
schemes, or is that not something we take intocontained a series of measures. One of them was for
account?the first time clarifying the period over which the

(Mr Carrigan) No, we measure compliance byterms of approval would run if no further changes
degree and we make judgements about what is awere made. That was a negative term. It did not say
serious non-compliance which would threaten thethey have a contract of any sort. It does not affect in
funding in the scheme.any way our ability to terminate the contract.

28. So far you have told us that you have revoked21. I said 12-month termination notice. Is that
ten particular agencies. In how many cases have youcorrect?
taken that step of saying they are not compliant, you(Mr Broadbent) The substantive termination
are not going to revoke but you will not allow themperiod which was introduced was 12-month
to manage any further schemes.termination and we did introduce that and that is

(Mr Carrigan) We do not have a sanction to donew. The reason we introduced that was that
that.ENTRUST is entering a period of uncertainty. As

the Treasury representative has said, the 29. Is it a sanction you have ever considered? You
Government has announced the future of the could, could you not?
scheme. They do have obligations as company (Lord Cranbrook) What we have considered is a
directors and we had to consider how best to assist series of graded steps which we could take, depending
them in this. I had said to Lord Cranbrook that I on the seriousness of the non-compliance. We have
would do what I could to assist him, so long as frequently discussed a series of graded steps and we
nothing I did constrained or fettered the have in fact implemented a process of gradually
Government’s freedom of manoeuvre. strengthening our communications, our requirement

from the environmental body which Mr Carrigan22. It seems to me that 12 months is constraining
can elaborate on.and fettering any outcome of any inquiry or any

(Mr Carrigan) The process we follow where non-review. If the review were to say it wanted to
compliance is detected is to work with theterminate the arrangement forthwith, that would
environmental body, to make sure they do becomenow be impossible, would it not?
compliant. We carry out follow-up visits, we tighten(Mr Broadbent) We could terminate forthwith if up their procedures, we educate them about thethere were any breach of the conditions of the terms guidance or the legislation as required.of approval. If we wanted just to terminate the

scheme straightaway, it would take us more than 12 30. Do you not think that the fact that you are
months to terminate it because we are running dilatory in terms of enforcement action is one of the
thousands of current projects. We cannot just stop it reasons why concern is being expressed about your

organisation, your company?overnight.
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(Mr Carrigan) It would be wrong to revoke bodies 37. May I ask Mr Broadbent why he has allowed

the situation to occur where he has given them a four-for minor—
year fixed term with a 12-month notice without

31. I was not asking about revocation, was I? I was enabling them to take sanction against organisations
asking you about steps short of revocation, for who are non-compliant?
example saying they will not manage any further (Mr Broadbent) I would say three things. The first
schemes until they put themselves in order with is that we have not given them a four-year tenure, as
existing schemes. I explained earlier and I can go over that ground

(Lord Cranbrook) Unfortunately the regulations again if you wish.
do not give us that power.

38. Not at all, no; the record will speak for itself.
32. Have you sought to have the power when you (MrBroadbent) The second point is that I do think

have renegotiated with these chaps who seem to be there is a case for ENTRUST to have some
your friends, adjacent to you, Customs & Excise? additional powers which should give it scope in

(Lord Cranbrook) We have discussed ways and relation to environmental bodies to move between
means in which we could get increased sanctions on complete revocation and simply requesting
bodies which are apparently recalcitrant. Many of information. We are looking at a number of
these bodies are small organisations, they are quasi- possibilities and we may seek to come to decisions
voluntary organisations, they are organisations and introduce those changes reasonably soon. The
which may be quite inadvertently in default in a third point it is important for me to make is that
minor way of some of, or one or other of the 21 having looked at this very carefully, we do not feel
compliance features which have to be met. there is material non-compliance here. The table in

the NAO’s report, which is technically correct,33. Many of them are less than 60 per cent
actually suggests that large numbers ofcompliant according to the Figure 7 and revocation
environmental bodies are compliant to a very highof ten is hardly a great achievement, one to be proud
degree. If you go into the information whichof, given the amount of non-compliance and lack of
underlies the bare figures, you will see that most ofspending which you seem to be incurring. When you
what is called non-compliance is what I would callsay you have had discussions, with whom have you
technical non-compliance. In my view it would behad discussions? When you have sought additional
quite wrong to seek to revoke environmental bodiespowers, with whom have you discussed that? for forgetting to report changes of directors.(Lord Cranbrook) We have repeated discussions,

we have regular contacts with . . . 39. I have made it quite clear two or three times
that I am not talking about revocation. We have put

34. I did not catch that. that to one side and I asked whether there were
(Lord Cranbrook) May I just quickly say that I do alternatives. It does appear that ENTRUST have

think that actually what I am proud of is the fact that continued to award monies which might be viewed as
we have supervised a compliance scheme? None of public monies or deferred taxation to organisations
these non-compliances have been fatal to the scheme, who are non-compliant on other projects which they
none of them has been deleterious to the scheme and are managing. I was not speaking about revocation,
we have felt satisfied that when there are small bodies I was talking about saying that they will not manage
who through inadvertency or for some other reason any further projects until they put themselves into
are temporarily non-compliant and can rapidly be compliance. The Committee have noticed your
brought back into compliance I feel that it is the right replies. I want to move on to one final point which is
thing and I feel satisfied that this is what we have that I see you take two per cent of the contributions
done. I do not accept, if I may with courtesy, that received and that is principally how ENTRUST is
your criticism is valid. If you would like to know funded. I just want to understand how you manage
about the relations with Customs, we have very the cashflow. Since we have not spent £120 million of
regular routine meetings at management level with the total amount of money allocated, I presume the
Customs at which these issues are discussed. How company are holding reserves of funds against the
many times a year do you meet? time when the money is to be spent. Can you just

confirm that? I do not need a long answer. Is that the35. I do not wish to be rude but I only have 15 case? Are you holding reserves?minutes and you are in danger of filibustering. I have (Mr Whiting) At present we have a reserve ofasked you twice, with respect, with whom you had £1.78 million.those discussions when you sought additional
powers. 40. Could I deduce that is in proportion to the

(Lord Cranbrook) We have discussions at official amount of unspent money?
level with Customs on a very frequent basis. (Mr Whiting) It is roughly nine months of our

current spending.
36. They may well have been part of this four-year

renewal with the 12-month trigger, may they? Am I 41. Will the £120 million be spent in the next nine
right in drawing that conclusion, that you discussed months? Otherwise are you not going simply to run
it with your friends adjacent to you there? out of money and not be able to monitor compliance?

It seems to me that at the current rate of expenditure(Lord Cranbrook) During the process of
renegotiating the terms of approval, which is a form the £120 million will not be spent within the nine-

month period and therefore you will have a cashflowof service agreement, naturally we have been in
discussion with all elements of it. problem at the end of it.
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(MrWhiting) That is a possible deduction to make. contribution towards the Government’s general

discussion of the future of the scheme. I hope I haveI cannot really argue with that one in great detail. We
have £1.8 million in the bank and that is all we have not stepped out of place by saying so.
left to monitor as long as we are left to do our job. Jon Trickett: Thank you very much. I shall draw

my questions to a conclusion.
42. Customs & Excise, that is a disturbing situation

to find ourselves in. We have £120 million to spend,
which is a far greater proportion than the £1.8
million in the reserves. What is going to happen? You Mr Jenkins
have given them this four-year period, the

45. May I go through the report, which I foundGovernment cannot close them down within 12
more difficult than usual to be honest? I think it is amonths, what is going to happen? Are we going to be
very complicated area. May I just clarify a fewleft with some projects unmonitored as the result of
points? Paragraph 4.6 says that the tax credits are nota potential cashflow problem or are they going to get
classified as public expenditure. Can you tell me why,themselves into worse trouble by drawing down
please? Why are we not classifying the expenditure infurther money on further schemes which they will not
this area as public expenditure? Why?be able to monitor? It seems to me they are over

trading, to use the technical term. (Mr Glicksman) The reason is because the
decisions on the expenditure are taken by private(Mr Broadbent) I have to repeat that we have not
sector companies rather than by the Government.given them a four-year tenure. On the question of the

reserves, ENTRUST is run as a going concern, not as
46. So if in my part of the world we decided not toa closed end fund. So long as they are a private sector

pay our taxes to central government but maybe buycompany, I guarantee that is the right way of running
a battleship, that would not be classified as publicit. I believe the directors would be wrong to over
expenditure then.provide. They have to run as a going concern.

(Mr Glicksman) In this particular case the
43. You must have heard the expression “over decisions are taken in accordance with a piece of

trading”. legislation which allows this to be done.
(Lord Cranbrook) I believe there is some confusion

47. What you are telling me is that we are bringinghere about the funds which are held by
ourselves more in line withEurope where some of ourenvironmental bodies to be spent on projects and the
European partners may decide to put some moneyfunds which we have in reserve, which are what we
outside the public domain and classify it as not publicbelieve will be necessary in order to regulate properly
expenditure.the expenditure of those funds by the environmental

(Mr Glicksman) I do not know about otherbodies. The £120 million you are talking about is the
European arrangements but this arrangement isunspent money in the hands of environmental
provided in legislation for a credit to be providedbodies. It is not in our hands. We do not distribute
under certain circumstances. Those circumstancesmoney. We do not give away money. I think these
allow for local level decisions by the people makingthings are all clear to you. What we have in our
the contributions and the expenditure is then classedprovision which Mike Whiting was just explaining to
as not being public expenditure.you is the necessary provision for the forward

regulation of long-running schemes, some of which 48. This really is taxpayers’ money, is it not, just
are three, four, even five years long and we have made being recycled or not collected in effect?
adequate financial provision and our auditors have (Mr Glicksman) It is money which under the terms
confirmed this. As the Chairman of Customs said just of the scheme is not collected. The scheme provides
now, we would be in default of company law if we for that.
had not done so. We made forward provision in

49. As long as I understand for myself that it wasorder to regulate what we see as a rundown from any
really taxpayers’ money which has not been collectedone moment.
and is allowed to be utilised in some other manner

44. It seems to me that you have £1.8 million in and we have redrawn the rules to say it is not public
reserves, you spend £1.3 million a year, probably expenditure.
more than that now, because I see you have recruited (Mr Glicksman) I do not know about redrawing
some additional staff, so you may have one and one the rules. This particular scheme provides for a credit
third or one and one half year’s income in the bank. to be provided against the tax in a particular way and
On the assumption that you have taken two per cent that particular way means that the expenditure is not
which is your contribution to pay for yourselves, you counted as public expenditure.
have £120 million to spend which by your own
admission just now is going to take four to five years 50. There is one other matter on which you may be
to spend. It does seem to me that there is a good able to answer, but it may not be in your remit.
chance you may run into a cashflow problem in 15 or Paragraph 4.6 says, “Bodies may receive no funding
16 months’ time. if the projects they propose are unpopular with site

operators”. Who drew up the definition of(Lord Cranbrook) We shall take that point on
“unpopular” and who gave the site operators thisboard. What I should also like to take on board is
remit?your really sensible and helpful point about

suspensions. I do believe that if the Committee were (Mr Glicksman) What this sentence means is that
to follow up the possibilities for suspension of bodies may have had aspirations to carry out
environmental bodies, if they were in a position of projects, but the decisions about which projects are

funded rest with the site operators. If those bodiespartial compliance, this could be an interesting
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have aspirations but they cannot persuade the site would deny that. Having said that and done a little

bit of work and subject to all the cares you mightoperators to fund them, then the bodies will get no
funding. have about comparisons, they are not out of line with

other similar bodies. As a result they are lower than51. We are in a position now where we have English Nature or English Heritage or the Nationalgranted site operators the opportunity to use Lottery Board. Although the scheme is complex andtaxpayers’ money on projects which they consider to does impose a certain cost, the nine per cent, whichbe appropriate. includes ENTRUST’s two per cent is not out of line.(Mr Glicksman) Parliament have set up an
55. One of the landfill site operators—and I havearrangement whereby credits are given against tax

nothing against this particular company; I presume itfor contributions to environmental projects.
is a company and it was set up alongside the parent52. If I look at Figure 4, it shows quite clearly that company—is BIFFA Award. I notice from thethe tax credits and the way they can get a slightly abridged financial statement that they havecontribution from a third party result in the landfill management charges of £463,000 a year. I take it thissite operator contributing nothing to this scheme. Is is the management charge for this particular landfillthat right? site operator, not the operators of the particular(Mr Glicksman) Yes, this particular example schemes.would have that effect. (Mr Broadbent) I am not familiar with the

53. So although they are in a position to be able to particular example you are raising and I do not know
contribute nothing to the scheme, they are in control whether the management charges there are payments
of the scheme and in control of the funds. to the parent company. It would not be outwith the

terms of the scheme for an environmental body to(Mr Glicksman) They would have the opportunity
make a payment if it were for services provided,to decide which project to contribute to.
provided it was at arm’s length and properly(Mr Broadbent) May I try to help? The points you
tendered. There are some quite strict rules about theare raising are important. You are absolutely right
tendering for services provided.that it is the basic nature of the scheme that landfill

site operators get tax credits and they decide where 56. Is it possible for a landfill site operator who set
that tax credit money is spent. The points it may be up this awards company to service the awards
helpful to add to the debate are first of all that there company with management services and be paid by
has to be a third party contribution—does not have it?
to be but the landfill site operators only get 90 per (Mr Broadbent) The awards company would havecent credit and most of them are commercial to make sure that its services had been properlyoperators so they seek a third party contribution. tendered.This was a deliberate part of the scheme to draw in

57. But it is possible.other contributors who are very many different
(Mr Broadbent) It is possible.parties. Secondly, the original purpose of the scheme,

when it was envisaged, was that a lot of the money (Mr Carrigan) May I offer a word of explanation
about the nature of BIFFA Award? This is actuallywould be spent locally because landfill sites are

deeply unpopular installations. Part of the object of a scheme operated by the Royal Society for Nature
Conservation which is an environmental body and athis scheme was to encourage landfill site operators

to work with local community groups to find ways of registered charity, which was appointed by BIFFA
Waste as a body to receive and distribute its funds.spending this money locally to improve the amenity

of the area. The scheme has grown hugely since then; It was not really a case of BIFFA Waste setting up a
company for this purpose: they approached anthe points you make are correct, but that was the

original concept. existing charitable body to carry out the distribution
on their behalf.54. As long as I am not misunderstanding the

system. However, they can actually get away with 58. My concern is not what has happened or what
is happening but what is possible. That is why I ammaking no contribution. As someone who does suffer

from landfill, I have this authority which is very good looking at this complicated area. In paragraph 4.11 I
notice that we have members of the board with aat providing local schemes. It is called a council. Now

we have an alternative system where taxpayers’ background in the waste management industry.
Why?money is being utilised at the discretion of the landfill

site operators within the community. Then (Lord Cranbrook) The ENTRUST scheme was set
paragraph 4.7 goes on to say that around nine per up in 1997 by a working party which was run by
cent of the total expenditure is on administration government. That working party decided that the
costs. Whose administration costs? regulator should be a private not-for-profit

company, as we are. That working party appointed(Mr Broadbent) The nine per cent is the average of
all the environmental bodies, of which there are over two persons to be the initial directors of the

company, both of whom were members of the1,000. The bigger ones obviously have rather lower
administration costs; some of them are very, very working party, both of whom came from the waste

industry. That was the beginning of it all. In our firstsmall and have larger ones. Of that nine per cent two
per cent is actually the ENTRUST costs, so it terms of approval, which came somewhat later but

were based on the conclusions of that working party,includes the cost of ENTRUST as well as the costs of
the bodies. We have looked quite carefully at the working party decided that there should be a

distribution amongst this large body of directors ofadministration costs because the Environment Select
Committee asked to look at it. The costs are as they all the interests which they reckoned would be

concerned with the scheme, that is to say my boardare because of the complexity of the scheme; no-one
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was required to be composed of not less than one and resources from using external consultants to assist us

in the audit and verification process and report to us,not more than three people with background
experience in the waste management industry, from to building up our own staff. You must remember

that it is quite a young scheme. It only started in 1996local authorities, environmental groups, academics,
lawyers, accountants and industry generally. That and the buildup has been progressive.
was the makeup which was in our original terms of 62. It is a very complicated scheme and you haveapproval, which grew from the then Department of observed a number of environmental projectsthe Environment working party. The requirement of coming together in different locations. Do you thinkour initial terms of approval was to have people with this is the right model in place now for the future? Ithat background experience and it so happened that should like to ask you to consider that since we haveon the original board there were three from the waste environmental trusts in place in Avon County,industry. should we not be funding this through a local,

regionalised centre such as a county and having it59. Why?
audited locally to ensure that it is audited very(Lord Cranbrook) That was the decision of the
regularly, a close hands-on approach and maybeworking party, in order to make sure that the waste
contract the audit out to the county council orindustry was properly represented. The landfill site
another district council, otherwise we are going to beoperators are the people who are at risk. It is the
in the position of having thousands and thousands oflandfill operators who contribute the money against
schemes which are not going to get properly audited?which they can claim tax rebate, but they are

(Lord Cranbrook) I would refute that they are notconstantly at risk of clawback if the environmental
properly audited, if I may? We have a regional setup.body to whom they contribute that money turns out
We have distributed the auditing function to our ownto be non-compliant. It is then under the regulations
regional setup and we have organised those regionswithin the power of Customs to claw back that
on the basis in England of the regional structure andmoney, that is to say the contribution has gone, the
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales count as unitsenvironmental body has blown it in a non-compliant
within our organisational system. As far as ourfashion, the landfill operator is again liable for that
operations directorate is concerned, we aretax. So the landfill site operators are extremely keen
regionalised in response to the fact that this is athat ENTRUST should be a firm, resolute and
United Kingdom-wide scheme and we are dealingeffective regulator and it is the landfill operators
with environmental bodies who are both Unitedabove all whose interest it is to ensure that there is
Kingdom-wide in their distribution and also in theirstrong regulation.
activities. I hope that helps.

60. I did notice the makeup of your board and I am
surprised you only have one accountant. I should
have thought a regulatory board such as yours would

Mr Steinbergneed people with at least an accountancy
background if not an additional accountant on that 63. Figure 4. I had to read this a few times before
board. I felt I was interpreting it correctly. I was going to ask

(Lord Cranbrook) We have always aimed to have whether I was interpreting it correctly, but the
someone with a background of environmental answers to Mr Jenkins have told me that I was
accountancy or accountancy on our board. In this we interpreting it correctly. I came to the conclusion that
have been successful. Recently through using the the scheme was costing the site operator nothing and
Nolan process, we have recruited a new board he was determining the schemes. That sounds a great
member with this background. She was awarded the scheme to me as far as the taxpayer is concerned. I
title of Scottish Finance Director for the Public worked out that it is even better than that. My view
Sector in 1998. was that the landfill operator, if you take that

example, was actually £18 better off than he would be
61. I notice in paragraph 4.17 that you had a bit of if he did not join the scheme. Let us suppose that he

a problem with a shortfall of staff in 1999 and you owes £100 tax, he pays out £20 to the scheme, he gets
only had one member of staff in the audit and £18 back in credit, third parties can then put in £2 to
inspection section. I wondered why. It later make it up. In effect he only pays £82. He does not
transpires that you had a staff shortage because you contribute to the scheme, he does not pay £100 in tax,
had used resources on other priorities and you had so in fact he is £18 better off for contributing nothing.
run down the audit section to one member of staff. This is a great scheme.
Do you think in hindsight that was reasonable? (Mr Broadbent) Your first understanding was

(Lord Cranbrook) No, that is actually untrue. We correct: he can get to a position where at nil cost he
decided very early on, when the scheme was is funding environmental schemes.
uncertain, as at the beginning we could not predict

64. And he is £18 better off for doing it.the scheme would be as successful as it was, to be as
(Mr Broadbent) No, I do not believe he is £18flexible as we possibly could. In our audit and

better off.verification process, we combined external
consultants whom we engaged to conduct the audit 65. He would be because he should be paying tax,for us and to report to our audit management and but he does not pay the tax. He pays £20, but he getsgradually, as we became more confident in the that back.scheme and we thought the money was genuinely (Mr Broadbent) No, he does not get the moneygoing to flow, we balanced up the costs of using back.external consultants and employing staff internally.
So we have actually progressively transferred 66. He does not pay the tax though, does he?
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(Mr Broadbent) He does not pay the tax but he have carried out local environmental projects. If you

does not have the money either. He would not say he like I will write to you after this meeting and tell you
is better off, he would just say he has given money what is going on in your own constituency then you
here rather than there. might see those.

67. I should be a lot better off if I did not pay 76. My argument is that these are hugeany tax. administration costs. If the Government were just to
(Mr Broadbent) The fact the scheme has been a allocate grants to local parish councils to do thesesuccess suggests they do prefer to pay it over here schemes it would be cost effective and possibly morerather than to the Government. in line with what local people want in the first place.
68. I am sure they do. I should be very happy to put I now want to look at Figure 3. I looked at this and

in the money if I did not have to pay tax. tried to work it out and I have never seen such a
(Mr Broadbent) But he does not have the money, he bureaucratic nightmare in all my life. It is incredible.
is not better off in financial terms. Those who are checking on those who are checking

on somebody else and the contributions are being69. Of course he is. He has to be.
given to somebody else and somebody else. It is just(Mr Broadbent) No. Oddly enough at the
an absolute bureaucratic nightmare and I wouldbeginning of the scheme they were quite worried
have thought it was open to abuse. There are obviousabout this.
risks in the scheme and it is quite clear that

70. I bet you were. ENTRUST have to be extremely effective and
(MrBroadbent) No, they were quite worried about scrupulous. Paragraph 4.11 tells us that there could

this. There was an administrative cost to them, they be a risk of bias. Paragraphs 4.12 to 4.19 indicate that
had to vet these environmental bodies and there was ENTRUST is not doing the job properly and failing
a risk. If they do not get it right, we can call the tax to ensure that environmental bodies are adhering toback, so it is not a completely free ride. the requirements laid down for regulating the

71. What is the total cost of operating the scheme? scheme. Then the findings of the National Audit
(Mr Broadbent) The administrative cost? Office. In paragraph 4.27 it says, “As a result of their

monitoring, Customs consider that ENTRUST have72. Yes; the total cost of operating the scheme
been effective in ensuring that environmental bodiesincluding perhaps even your own costs, because in
are complying with the requirements of the scheme.effect you are operating the scheme as well.
I consider however that there are some fundamental(Mr Broadbent) Yes. I shall just have to do a quick
weaknesses in the design of the Scheme and in themental calculation. I believe that our costs are of the
arrangements for its oversight by ENTRUST onorder of less than £1 million, ENTRUST’s figures
which Customs should act as indicated below”. Twowere given in the NAO report as £1.3 million for the
points come from this paragraph. The Nationalyear in question.
Audit Office believe that there are fundamental

73. So we are talking about £2.5 million. weaknesses in the scheme. What would you say to
(Mr Broadbent) Rather more than that now; that?

ENTRUST’s budget has gone up since then. (Mr Broadbent) The National Audit Office are
74. To administer the scheme. pointing out that if you want to have a scheme which
(Mr Broadbent) Yes. is a public scheme, audited as a public scheme, with

grants audited and value for money audits for end75. Then you said it was a very good scheme but
use, then this scheme has fundamental weaknessesyou gave the impression that you did not think
and they are right, which is one of the reasons whyanybody else could do it better. I would argue with
the Government are reviewing it, but it is only onethat. That is your point of view but I have landfill
side of the story. If you want that sort of scheme yousites in my constituency which are very, very
will lose on other things. What you will lose is localcontroversial and I would say that if you put these
inputs, small schemes being funded, the ten per centschemes in the hands of the local parish councils they
matching contribution and the committed fundings.would be far better qualified to decide what should be

done than the site operators themselves.
77. That is your opinion.(Mr Broadbent) If you ask me what considerations
(Mr Broadbent) You are absolutely right and IMinisters had in mind when they took the decision

withdraw it. I do not mean to impose my ownabout the future of the scheme, they would say on the
personal opinions. I think those are the issues whichone hand we have a scheme which does seem to
Ministers will say we have to weigh.generate a lot of local interest, a lot of parish

councils, local nature reserves; fan mail comes into
78. Is it what Ministers would say? You appear tothe Treasury saying what a wonderful scheme. On

be slightly disagreeing with the National Audit Officethe other hand, we would all recognise that there is a
and with great respect to you, from our meeting lastlack of transparency, these are small projects which
week, I would not be all that confident that Customscannot all be audited and you have to ask whether it
can always see the wood for the trees, to be quiteachieves strategic goals as opposed to local goals. All
honest. We will move on from that. You appear to beI am saying is that has to be evenly balanced.
very arrogant—and I say that in a respectful sort of(Lord Cranbrook) May I please say first of all that
way. Here we are, the National Audit Office sayingthe money actually is in the hands of many parochial
there are fundamental mistakes, fundamental thingschurch councils. For instance there are many local
going wrong. Ministers are saying let us look at thegroups who have received funding under this scheme,

they have enrolled as environmental bodies and they scheme because we do not think it is working
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properly. What do you do? You give them another changes. These weaknesses which are identified in the

recommendations are ones which we have very easilycontract for four years. That seems to me to be quite
arrogant, a bit of audacity to be quite honest. been able to tackle.

(MrBroadbent) It would be, but we have not given 83. How do you answer the criticism then of thethem a contract for four years, so fortunately that is Environment Committee in its Fifth Report,not right. paragraph 155, which said, “. . . the best interests of
the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme will be served by the79. You keep saying that but it says so in the
replacement of the regulator, ENTRUST. The newreport, does it not?
regulator should be closer to Government and will be(Mr Broadbent) No, it does not. There is nothing
required to play an active role in steering the creditsin this report.
available into the most appropriate projects”. How80. Does it not? I read it wrongly and Mr Trickett do you answer that?read it wrongly. (Lord Cranbrook) I can only answer it by the(Mr Broadbent) What we have is a service level actions I have taken. Having taken note, I have madeagreement with them and that has been revised, one a point of engaging with Ministers, I have hadof a succession of revisions. You are absolutely right ministerial visits and at the working level we arethat there is in there for the first time a date at which constantly in discussion with other groups. We are inif nothing else were done it would expire, but that discussion with the Local Government Associationdoes not hinder our ability to terminate it earlier, and with others and it is something we have veryparticularly if there is a breach. much taken on board and we are prepared to assist
by taking steps which we as a regulator can do to81. The National Audit Office do not think the
assist Government policies. For instance, when thescheme is very good. The Ministers are looking at it
Government announced that it favoured a 65:35to review it, then we have paragraph 5 of the Tenth
division of contributions to sustainable wasteReport of our sister committee. This says,
management and to other projects, we put our heads“Nevertheless, we remain concerned about the
together and together with the industry we devised aconduct of ENTRUST, its Chairman, Chief
minor alteration to one of the reporting forms weExecutive and Board, and its fitness for the role of
have so that now we begin to be able to get a grip onregulator of the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme. We are
the way this money is going to go at the time that itespecially disappointed that the Chairman and Chief
is contributed. We can already show you thatExecutive appear, from the evidence which they gave
something like 58 per cent of a sample of theto us, to take no view on the appropriate strategic
contributions which have been made in the latter partdirection for the regulator of the Scheme,
of this summer are directed towards sustainableparticularly given the Government’s declared
waste management. The ship is changing itsintention to review the workings of the Scheme”.
direction.There is another Select Committee worried about it,

yet you have given them another contract. Why 84. What you are telling me is that you havecould you not have waited? changed your ways.(Mr Broadbent) We have not given them another (Lord Cranbrook) Exactly. We have also adoptedcontract, as I have said before. May I clarify one Nolan principles in our recruitments and the directorthing? The NAO report suggests that there are I mentioned to you just now was recruited throughfundamental weaknesses in the scheme. I was trying the Nolan process.to explain that I agree that there are weaknesses in
85. It is quite clear that as an organisation you havethe scheme and that is one of the reasons why

had to lobby quite strongly with Customs to keep theMinisters are considering it. The NAO report then
job. What has been the cost of this lobbying?goes on to make a number of recommendations for

changes in the way in which the scheme is controlled (LordCranbrook) We have not lobbied Customs at
by us. At a working level I want to make clear that all. We have performed the job and we have
many of those changes are very sensible and we have communicated with Customs at all stages to ensure
indeed implemented most of them or considered that we cut costs as hard as we possibly can. We have
implementing most of them. To that extent I adopted new IT in order to facilitate that cross-
certainly meant no disrespect or arrogance to the communication we have with Customs and there are
National Audit Office. many other ways in which we improved our

efficiency. We do not lobby Customs.82. We shall have to make a decision in our own
minds as to whether we accept that explanation or 86. The final point I want to mention is the point
not. the Chairman brought up right at the very beginning

of the meeting. This was to do with the Chief(Lord Cranbrook) May I, without daring to
suggest I could influence you in any way, just draw Executive, Dr Sills, who was given a golden

handshake. Mr Broadbent was very reluctant to giveyour attention to what you did not read which is the
paragraph where the NAO report says, “I am any details of that because he said there was a

confidentiality clause. I do not know whether you aresatisfied that ENTRUST fulfils its duty
satisfactorily”. We were very pleased with that aware, but this Committee, since I have been on it—

and that is two years, possibly more now becausebecause we believe that to be true. I should be very
happy indeed to examine with you in detail on any time flies when you are enjoying yourself—have been

very much against the idea of confidentiality clausesoccasion whether or not you actually think the
recommendations which are made on page 20 are and certainly as far as the Health Service were

concerned, we suggested, recommended, that suchfundamental because what the NAO call
fundamental weaknesses entail small procedural clauses should be got rid of. The last Chairman was
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quite adamant about this and I think the Treasury 92. You were talking about the fact that most of
have accepted that. It seems clear to me that if the the landfill operators get the last ten per cent of their
Department of Health are prepared not to have contributions back from third parties of one sort or
confidentiality clauses, there is no reason why another. Is that true for all of them, or do some
anybody else should. It is public money and I am operate the scheme without getting any money back
asking what the golden handshake was. from third parties?

(Mr Broadbent) I tried to make clear that I am (Mr Broadbent) I am sure it is true of the vast
entirely willing to answer questions like this. I was majority. I could not say whether it is true of all of
perhaps looking for some guidance as to whether it them. I believe it to be true of the vast majority.
is right to answer questions about an individual, his (Lord Cranbrook) At the beginning of the scheme
private affairs, when there is a confidentiality there were several landfill operators who made the
agreement. I am prepared to do so if I am asked, decision that they would not seek the ten per cent.
recognising that that is what we are doing. With the escalation of the tax, which has inevitably

reflected in an increase in money against which they
can claim their contributions, I believe that some ofChairman them have changed their behaviour.

87. Would you like to discuss it in a private session (Mr Carrigan) Some of them have actually
at the end of our meeting? introduced a cap. If they had reached £300,000 say of

(Mr Broadbent) I am very happy to do that. annual bottom-line cost in paying the ten per cent
Chairman: Shall we do that, Mr Steinberg. and that did not cover all the credits available, they
Mr Steinberg: If that is what you are ruling, then would say they were happy to continue making that

yes. contribution themselves and if third parties came
along they would release additional credits. That
certainly happens with some of the larger operators.

Mr Rendel
93. Why did the landfill operators want to take88. May I start with a rather esoteric point but it is

part in the scheme?one of interest in relation to this particular scheme?
Due to the foot-and-mouth disease we had an awful (Lord Cranbrook) You would probably have to
lot of dead animals which have had to be buried this ask them. What I have said and I believe to be true is
year; some were burnt but some were buried. Has this that they began to take part in the scheme, and you
landfill tax been paid on those dead animals as well? can see this happening, because they gained

(Mr Broadbent) I look to my right for assistance. confidence. In our first nine months of setup, a
My deduction would be no, because landfill tax regulatory regime was put in place which evidently
applies to waste being put into licensed disposal sites. satisfied the landfill operators that, with ENTRUST
I believe that most of the animals disposed of would operating as a regulator, they would not be liable
be disposed of in special sites, essentially pits dug by arbitrarily to clawback through excessive non-
the army. I look for confirmation to my right. compliance by the environmental bodies. They had
Because the tax is payable on licensed waste sites, if confidence in this scheme, I believe as a result of the
dead animals came to a licensed site then yes, they regulatory regime we put in place from the very
would have been taxed, but I do not believe many beginning.
animals did.

89. How much other waste is disposed of and 94. Even if there is no clawback, they are not
avoids the tax because it is dumped somewhere which actually gaining anything financially out of it and
is not a licensed site? they may be losing a bit if they have to pay some of

(Mr Broadbent) Very little one hopes, although fly the ten per cent themselves. What is the advantage
tipping is a problem wherever it occurs. to them?

(Mr Broadbent) It is important to remember that90. Are we saying that when the Government
one of the earlier objectives of the scheme was todecide to dispose of something it can dispose of it
make landfill sites less objectionable, to sooth thewherever it likes, even if it is not on a licensed site and
pain of a landfill site locally and I believe that landfilldoes not have to pay any tax, but other people always
site operators originally did see the opportunity tohave to pay tax as they always have to dump things
fund local projects and hence make their sites moreat licensed sites?
acceptable locally and perhaps increase the chances(Mr Broadbent) Customs and Excise were not

involved in the disposal of animals as a result of foot of getting extensions for further sites.
and mouth disease and I imagine that decisions were (LordCranbrook) I hesitate to speak for the landfill
taken by the appropriate authorities in government operators who are not represented here at all. I do
at the time in the light of what was necessary. What know from my communications with some of them
we do is tax waste going into licensed sites. that there are certain landfill operators who are

extremely interested in the whole issue of resource91. None of this disposal of dead animals was in
management, sustainable waste projects, recyclinglicensed sites as far as you know.
projects and so on. They have been very interested(Mr Broadbent) If there were disposal of dead
indeed to support programmes which have beenanimals in licensed sites, it would have been taxed,
devised by environmental bodies, which havebut my understanding, partly I have to say from
enlarged on those particular fields as well. There arewatching the television screen, is that most of it was
several reasons why they have got involved but Idone as an emergency measure very close to the site

of slaughter in pits for that purpose. cannot honestly claim to speak for them.
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95. Let us look then at the third party benefit. Why are for research and development and they are not

perpetual schemes. We have taken great care towould third parties give money towards the ten per
cent? examine what we might consider to be a reasonable

time in which to test a research project or an R&D(Lord Cranbrook) Again I cannot speak for them
project to see whether or not it became workable. Webut, for instance, large supermarkets have given
are not able under the regulations to approve asmoney and they like to see this money going towards
compliant a scheme which is a perpetual subsidy, asprojects which they think are admirable. Other
you were suggesting, to a local authority at present.groups are local people who want to see a local

project take place. In a disinterested manner they (Mr Carrigan) Two tiny point of detail which
have given ten per cent. We do have a breakdown of might help. One is that contributors, either as landfill
the ten per cent contributions which Mike Whiting operators or third parties, may not benefit from the
can give you. spending of the environmental body to which they

(Mr Whiting) Charities are about 15 per cent, contribute except where that benefit is shared by a
friends of or supporting societies are about 15 per general class of which they are a member. Secondly,
cent, large companies about 12 or 15 per cent, local local authority works which are of benefit to the
authorities about 40 per cent and the rest bits and general public would not be seen by ENTRUST as of
pieces. benefit to the authority particularly. Benefit to the

authority would be something which defrayed some96. I understand from paragraph 4.21 that it is now
of its costs or gave it a more direct benefit. Work ofimpossible for schemes to be of any benefit to the
benefit to the public would not be classified as ofthird party who provides the money. Does that go for
benefit to the authority generally.local authorities as well?

(Mr Broadbent) Yes. 100. It seems to me you are coming quite close to
the margin there. The interesting point you made97. If a local authority provides some money to a
about how you decide what is a benefit and what islocal licensed waste disposal site, they cannot do
not, needs some further investigation. I do not feelanything which is of value, they cannot produce any
entirely happy that has been properly answered yet.environmental scheme which is of value in that local

(Mr Broadbent) I would accept that and it is anauthority area.
area we are looking at.(Mr Broadbent) They can produce schemes which

are of value in that local authority area. What a local 101. May I move on to Figure 7 which isauthority cannot do is have control or have its
fascinating and which shows the number of bodiescouncillors as the director of the environmental body
which are not fully compliant? I still think, and Iallocating the money. What they can do is to give
think a lot of my colleagues from the sound of thingsmoney to a landfill operator in their area and that
feel, that the fact that there can be such lowoperator can channel the money to local
compliance scores is a weakness in the way thatenvironmental bodies. The local authority will
ENTRUST has worked up until now: We have someclearly benefit from having more projects rather than
bodies here at less than 60 per cent compliant. Canfewer in its local authority area.
you give me a figure on what is the lowest? Amongst

98. That does not count as a benefit in terms of those investigated, what was the lowest compliance
this scheme. score?

(Mr Broadbent) That is correct. I think we should (Lord Cranbrook) There have been non-compliant
recognise that defining what a benefit is, is one of the environmental bodies and they have been revoked.
particularly difficult areas. I said in my opening (Mr Whiting) We do not have a figure with us for
comments that this is a scheme where there are issues that.
to do with transparency. Clearly if an amenity is

102. This is merely compliance on provisionalcreated in a local authority area, provided that the
information, is it not? Or does it actually cover allmoney comes from the landfill site operator,
sorts of other things as well?provided the environmental body is not controlled by

(MrWhiting) We made 21 tests on a visit and theythe local authority, that is within the terms of the
cover a wide range of things from financialscheme. Clearly the local authority has an amenity.
verification to projects and enrolment verification.99. What about sustainable waste projects? Clearly They can fail any one of 21 points.if the amount of waste the local authority has to

collect is reduced by one of these schemes that is of 103. Paragraph 4.20 says that in 1999–2000 you
direct interest to the local authority. revoked the enrolment of 26 bodies of which five had

(Mr Broadbent) It is, since local authorities are failed to comply with the scheme rules altogether.
significant payers of landfill tax. One of the areas The rest were merely cases where they had not
which Ministers are going to have close regard to in provided all the information. Is that right?
looking at how the scheme works is the increasing (MrWhiting) No, the rest would be voluntary ones
involvement by local authorities in landfill tax credit who wanted to withdraw from the scheme.
schemes. On the one hand this is not wholly bad, they

104. Sorry, yes, those were the actual revocations;are local authorities, on the other hand, it does raise
right. All the other cases you were worried aboutsome quite difficult questions about transparency
were ones where what was wrong was that theyand benefit.
simply had not provided all the information and(Lord Cranbrook) It might clarify matters if I may
therefore you did not feel you needed to revoke.also make a point. The so-called C and CC schemes

(Mr Whiting) Or that they were not timely withwhich are the sustainable waste management
schemes which are compliant under the regulations providing information sort of thing.
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105. Let me come on to that. You say they were should consider giving ENTRUST intermediate

powers. We need to look at this rather carefully. Myuntimely, but if you look at Figure 7, where
obviously a lot of non-compliance is going on, how own view would be that it would be inappropriate to

give ENTRUST the powers to fine these bodiesmany of those have now complied fully with all the
information you felt was not available at the time you because ENTRUST is not a statutory body. It might

have been possible to give ENTRUST the power tolooked at them?
suspend these.(MrWhiting) We have only revoked ten, so all the

rest are now compliant. 111. I understand all that and that has come out in
answer to some of my colleagues. What I am asking106. Fully compliant? Have provided all the
is about this particular sentence, “. . . in the vastinformation?
majority of cases ENTRUST consider that such(Mr Whiting) There is always an ongoing thing
action would be too extreme”. Maybe I ought to bewhere you have to go back. We visit and then we send
asking Lord Cranbrook. In the other cases, beyonda report within the week after the visit and we have
the vast majority, was it considered that such actiontwo months to sort things out with the people who
would not be too extreme?have not been fully compliant on that first visit.

(Mr Broadbent) I misunderstood. This is whether
107. All information you have ever needed has we have revoked any cases in that year.

always been available within two months of your (Lord Cranbrook) In that particular year there
visit. were revocations.

(Mr Whiting) That is the case now. That is our
112. All on a matter of information?target now.
(Mr Carrigan) Mr Rendel’s point is whether there

108. That is your target now or that is the case were revocations purely on information and no, there
now? were not.

(Mr Whiting) That is the case now; sorry.
113. Yet such action was not considered to be too(Mr Carrigan) I have some figures which might

extreme. I wonder why not.help. The NAO correctly identified that late
(Mr Carrigan) I can only guess that this refers tosubmission of information was a significant problem

the speculative position that somebody is a year lateat the time they were looking at it. In March 2000
with the information and refusing to provide it, foronly 8.3 per cent of financial returns were received
instance.within a target time of three months. For March

2001, that figure is up to 71 per cent. There are many
who have not submitted within two months.

Mr Gardiner
109. I go on to paragraph 4.16 where I notice, at

114. How does it feel to preside over anthat time certainly, the NAO found that out of the 12
organisation which a select committee of this houseleast compliant bodies in ten cases ENTRUST had
has called a tarnished organisation in need ofcarried out visits and in two cases ENTRUST had
radical change?not actually even carried out a visit eight months

(Lord Cranbrook) That was the view of the Selectafter the non-compliance was first found.
Committee, but with respect, it is not my view. My(Mr Carrigan) That is correct. They have been
view is that the scheme as a whole has been highlyfollowed up since and we have tightened up the
successful and as I have pointed out already, in hissystem to make sure we catch them.
executive summary, the Comptroller and Auditor

110. You are saying that is all now much better. General said he is satisfied that ENTRUST fulfils its
Can we look at the end of paragraph 4.20? There is duties satisfactorily.
an interesting sentence there, which presumably is 115. Is that not one of the problems, that you wereagreed as it is part of the NAO report. “This is criticised by the Select Committee for your lack ofbecause in the vast majority of cases ENTRUST transparency and the very quote you have come outconsider that such action would be too extreme.” We with says, “I am satisfied that ENTRUST fulfils itshave heard already that you considered it was merely duties satisfactorily”? How that quote begins is,a technical matter, even where quite a lot of “although”. You conveniently left that word out.information was missing. What was true of those “Although I am satisfied that ENTRUST fulfils itswho were not in the vast majority of cases? That the duties satisfactorily, I have made recommendationsaction would not be too extreme? on the way ENTRUST can improve” and so on.

(Mr Broadbent) The last sentence of this (Lord Cranbrook) We followed theparagraph rightly reflects a situation which is recommendations of the Committee. Are youprobably our more responsibility than ENTRUST’s, quoting back to me my words?which is that ENTRUST can only work within the
116. I am quoting back to you the selectivepowers we give them. At the moment their powers

quotation you have just quoted to the Committee. Iare quite limited. They can encourage, they can set up
put it to you that that is exactly the problem whichsystems, they can control, but one of the limited
was found by the Select Committee previously, thatsanctions they have is to revoke and revocation is
the whole organisation from top to bottom has beensomething of a nuclear weapon for an environmental
untransparent in its dealings.body; that is the end of their existence. They have

worked very hard on a voluntary basis to find means (Lord Cranbrook) I am perfectly happy with the
whole recommendation, “Although” etcetera. Hebetween cajoling and revoking to ensure high levels

of compliance. One of the recommendations of the has made recommendations, we have already
discussed them and, as we have made clear, several ofNAO report, which I believe is right, is that we
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the recommendations which appear in this report are 124. I am open to bids. Give me as many as you can
those which we have been able to implement to the think of. You said you had been discussing ways and
improvement of the scheme in meeting the objections means to get increased powers. Here you have given
of the report. me very properly an increased power which you have

negotiated. What I do not understand is if for a long117. What have you done to effect the radical
time you have been concerned and have beenchange which was called for? My colleague Mr
thinking about suspension as one of those increasedTrickett talked to you about the possibility not of
powers, why you did not negotiate that as well.revocation but of suspension. At the end of that you

(Lord Cranbrook) We have been debating aboutwere good enough to take on board some of the
suspensions but suspension is a very complex issue.things he had said. You said at that point, “I hope I
We have not yet succeeded in defining exactly whathave not spoken out of turn in accepting those”. That
suspension might involve and this is exactly the kindstruck me as really strange. You are supposed to be
of discussion we need to pursue with Customs.the Chairman of this organisation. How could it be

that you are speaking out of turn in taking on board 125. You need to pursue with Customs or you
a suggestion, a very sensible suggestion in all the already have been pursuing with Customs.
minds of the Select Committee, that had been made? (Lord Cranbrook) These things have been on the

(Lord Cranbrook) That was a reasonable courtesy, table in discussions but so far no solution has beensince I am anticipating that this Committee will be found whereby there could be an intermediatewriting a report with its views and I intended to sanction before revocation.emphasise that the issue of suspension is one which
we have been considering for some time and the 126. Mr Broadbent, that has put it fairly and
whole issue of the intermediate sanction between squarely on your shoulders, has it not?
approval and revocation is something which needs to (MrBroadbent) Yes. Although it is very important
be tackled. I still hope that Mr Trickett will bring this that any changes which were made to the regulations
forward in whatever recommendations you make. were agreed to be workable with ENTRUST, it

probably is our job to make sure that ENTRUST118. You do not need this Select Committee to tell
have the ability to do their job.you how to do your job, do you? You say you have

been considering suspension for some time. Why? 127. And they do not.Why have you not implemented it? (MrBroadbent) In this area there is an uncertainty.(Lord Cranbrook) It is my job to ensure that We have been discussing suspension. InterestinglyENTRUST fulfils the requirements of the terms of
ENTRUST took the initiative themselves to start aapproval of Customs and Excise and ensures that the
system of warning letters which do not have statutoryLandfill Tax Credit Scheme is properly regulated.
backing, a system of three letters at increasing levelsThis is what we do and we have done generally to the
of warning. Those letters were very, very effective insatisfaction of the NAO.
reducing the backlog, then rather held our hand from

119. Would you now like to answer the question? troubling Parliament with new regulations to make
(Lord Cranbrook) The answer is that we are bound one more change. This is a scheme which is evolving

by the regulations. Until people in your position, and we cannot lay regulations every few months to
Parliament, change the regulations our hands are change it. If the situation remains as it is, the letters
tied. of warning remain effective, we may feel relatively

able to wait until the next opportunity arises to120. What you are saying is not simply as the
produce a set of regulations rather than onereport says in paragraph 4.20, that you consider
particular point.revocation to be too extreme, but that you have no

other possible sanction. 128. It may be more problematic now because we
(Lord Cranbrook) Exactly. have now just told the world that these three warning

letters actually have no statutory backing and121. You also said earlier that you had discussed
therefore people can go on and do what they like.ways and means to get increased powers. Do you

recall that comment you made earlier? (Mr Broadbent) In which case we shall need to act
(Lord Cranbrook) Yes. and we shall be troubling this House with a

resolution.122. Can you tell me five of those ways and means
(Mr Carrigan) The effect of the warning letters inwhich you have discussed to get increased powers?

practice has been that they have been very effective inFive powers you have actually asked to have and
bringing forward information in a more timely way.with whom you have had discussions about getting

those powers. 129. Let us look at the compliance levels. This has
(Lord Cranbrook) We felt it was very important been touched on by a number of my colleagues but I

that third party contributors should be identified. We want to be clear about something. Ninety companies
brought this up in discussions with Customs and are less than 80 per cent compliant. Is that correct?
Excise and as a result of that the regulations were If one is monitoring compliance, one is presumably
changed and the new regulations introduced at the doing it for a reason. Every time any of this
beginning of the year 2000 required the identification Committee have asked how it is that two thirds of allof contributing third parties to us by landfill the companies were non-compliant the response youoperators. That is an example. lot have given us has been that you felt they were

123. That is one. minor breaches and they were not really important
and we could not do anything to them because of(Lord Cranbrook) You asked for five.
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that. Why do you bother to monitor it then? What is 137. So why have you not, if it was a major

concern?the point of monitoring it if you are not going to do
anything with the information? (Lord Cranbrook) Because it was a major concern

we have held numerous discussions on exactly that(Mr Broadbent) The information has been acted
issue and we have enhanced our understanding ofon. I shall not repeat the analysis of the nature of
what is happening.compliance. This table sets out the statistical results

of a test against 21 tests of compliance some of which (MrCarrigan) We have and understanding what is
are material, some less so. The reason you monitor happening is very important here. The main reason
compliance is so you do know what actions to take. for this difference between expenditure and income,
As was explained, largely as a result of the which is apparent, is because the income is reported
compliance, particularly in terms of information very quickly, the expenditure is reported after it has
flows, a system of warning letters was introduced taken place. For many reasons, the bodies which are
which has changed the level of compliance and receiving the income are holding on to it, for instance
significantly improved it. until they get all the funding together for a project,

because it would be irresponsible to start the project130. Can I just clear up what Mr Whiting said? with only 25 per cent of the funds in place and toYou made a statement in response to David Rendel’s fizzle out a quarter of the way through, because theyquestions on this. You said all of those are now fully are using the landfill tax credit funds to match fundscompliant. May I just clarify? Was this the balance of from another source. It is important to recognise thatthe 26 or was it all those in that figure? this money is in the scheme awaiting spending, much
(Mr Whiting) The ones in that figure. of it committed to projects but not all of it committed

to projects, but it is under regulatory scrutiny. We131. What we are looking at is all those
know it is there.organisations which are in Figure 7 which were

shown as non-compliant, some 400-odd 138. Let us cut to the chase. The point is that it is
organisations. They are now all fully compliant. a major concern. You can tell me why it is happening

(Mr Whiting) Yes. and I understand that, but it is a major concern. I
presume it is a major concern because it causes132. One hundred per cent compliant.
problems for Customs in terms of matching up the(MrWhiting) When we go for the next visit we may
contributions. Is that not right?find them non-compliant again for some small

(Mr Broadbent) There have been problems in thereason, not because of any financial fraud, nothing
past matching up contributions although I am gladlike that, but administrative error may account for
to say they have now been resolved.them not being fully compliant next time you go.

(Lord Cranbrook) The unspent money is not a
133. Lord Cranbrook, right at the beginning you major regulatory concern because it is within the

were talking about the time lag of five months and the scheme, it cannot be spent otherwise than in the
£150 million or £120 million which Mr Whiting said scheme and any interests on that money, if it is not
it was probably standing at, at the moment. You said immediately being spent, remain within the scheme
you recognised early on that this was a major and we have ensured that—
concern. Those were your words earlier on to the

139. But it is a problem for Customs in matchingCommittee.
the contributions to the tax credits claimed.(Lord Cranbrook) I did not write them down, but

(Lord Cranbrook) No.you did, so I am sure you are right.
(Mr Broadbent) No, it is not.

134. What have you done to change that? It was a
140. I thought this was an agreed report.major concern. What have you done to address

Paragraph 4.25, “Customs have been concerned thatthat concern?
ENTRUST have not always received information(Lord Cranbrook) We do not have it in our
which the environmental bodies are obliged toregulatory power to speed up the spend. There is
submit. It is particularly important that therelatively little we can do, but we do observe that the
notification of contributions received byratio between money which is yet to be spent and
environmental bodies is sent on time as it can affectmoney which has been spent within the scheme is
Customs’ ability to match contributions to the taxprogressively changing, so the inflow is more nearly
credits claimed by site operators”. Is that the casematching the balance which is as yet unexpended.
or not?

135. You told us that this was a major concern (Mr Broadbent) Yes, it is.
early on. Now you are telling us that actually you

141. So it is a problem.found there was nothing you could do about it so you
(MrBroadbent) There are two different things. Thedid not bother.

notification of contributions received, which is what(Lord Cranbrook) It is not within the capacity of
we require to match and reconcile the tax credits, is athe regulator to insist that money is spent with any
financial information flow. When a landfill siteparticular time lag.
operator makes a contribution, the environmental

136. At the moment it is not, but presumably, in body tells ENTRUST, ENTRUST tells us and we
exactly the same way as you were having discussions can match it. That is different from the unspent
about ways and means to get increased powers, you money, which was the first point you were on, which
could actually bring that within the powers of this I agree is an issue and the thing we have asked
scheme. ENTRUST to do and they have done very effectively

is to make unspent money a very high risk factor in(Lord Cranbrook) You are absolutely right and we
have discussed it. deciding who gets visited.
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142. So there are two separate issues, both of which disclosure to the regulator so it is not in the public

record. That was done because there was a numberare cause for concern. Can we trust that in any
forthcoming regulations you will address both of of contributors, mostly local individuals, who wished

to remain anonymous and whose contributionsthem?
might have ceased.(Mr Broadbent) I cannot give that guarantee. I can

explain why in more detail if you wish.
150. You bring me to the fifth point which was that

143. I am running desperately up against the clock. ENTRUST intends to keep the register of third
Perhaps you could give a note to the Committee on parties on a confidential basis. The Committee said
that. that this was unacceptable and the register should be

(Mr Broadbent) I shall be happy to do that.1 in the public domain. What is the view of Customs
about whether the register should be in the public144. That would be extremely helpful. Is it correct
domain?that the ENTRUST board has changed the

(MrBroadbent) The view of the Government at thememorandum of articles of association of the
time was that on balance—and it was a balancedcompany in order that funds held by the company
judgement—it should remain confidential so as notcould be used for purposes other than those laid
to deter contributors. If the scheme continues in itsdown by the landfill tax regulations, if the regulatory
present form, this is one of the issues the Governmentrole of ENTRUST were to be transferred to
will want to consider, but as the scheme grows andanother body?
the contributors get larger, you have to keep these(Lord Cranbrook) No.
things carefully under review. It is fair to ask whether

145. Has there been a change in the memorandum that is still true today.
of articles of association?

151. Another recommendation was that any links(Lord Cranbrook) Yes.
between the donor or donors and any benefits146. What does that change achieve? derived from patents developed as a result of funding(Lord Cranbrook) One of the changes on which I by landfill tax credits should be clearly stated bythink your question is probably based is having been requiring donors to register such potential patents. Isinformed that it was impossible for us to be a charity, that the case now?we removed the phrase “charities” where it referred

(Mr Broadbent) I am afraid off hand I cannotto “other charities” because we were not a charity. It
answer that question. I shall have to make enquirieswas a linguistic change.
and write to the Committee.2

147. What you are saying is that it does not have
152. If you could let us have a note.the effect such that the funds held by the company
(Mr Broadbent) I am very happy to do that.could be used for purposes other than those laid

down by the landfill tax. 153. The third point was that no-one should serve
(Lord Cranbrook) No, we would never be able to on the ENTRUST board who is currently employed

make a change of that nature, nor would we wish to. by a landfill operator. Do the regulations now
provide for that?148. What you are saying is that it would always

have to go through a charity. (Mr Broadbent) I am not sure that the regulations
were changed to provide that. Our terms of approval(Lord Cranbrook) No, not a charity necessarily but
for the ENTRUST board provide for the balance ofa body which was performing a similar function.
interest on the board and there have been board
changes since that report.

Mr Bacon
154. Would it now be impossible for someone who

149. I should like to take you through the sister is currently employed by a landfill operator to serve
committee’s examination a couple of years ago in on the ENTRUST board?
July 1999 and go through a couple of its (Mr Broadbent) I do not believe it would be
recommendations and see where we currently stand. impossible.
The Committee then said that although it was
entirely possible that all the Committee’s concerns 155. So there is no procedural inhibition to it.
were unfounded, the fact that there was lack of (Mr Broadbent) No, there is no procedural
transparency made this difficult to ascertain and that mechanism to prevent that from happening.
changes must be made not only to ensure that there

156. So it could happen.is no abuse but also to ensure that it can be seen that
(Mr Broadbent) Yes, it could happen.there is no abuse. The first recommendation is that

where money is given for schemes, there should be a 157. Even though theCommittee said they thought
public register setting out the rules for the scheme, it should not happen.
including how much publicity the donor or donors, (Mr Broadbent) That is correct.
including third parties, can expect. Where do we
stand now on that? 158. The fourth one was concerning your own

sampling of what is going on. Plainly although(Mr Broadbent) The third party donor change was
introduced and there was a debate when it was contributions to environmental bodies are not public

money and therefore outside your control, the creditintroduced as to whether it should be a disclosure to
the regulator, to ENTRUST, or Customs, or a public claimed by landfill site operators is tax and Customs

and Excise should examine and verify a reasonabledisclosure. The conclusion was that it should be a

1 Ev 24, Appendix 1. 2 Ev 24, Appendix 1.
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sample of schemes each year with the same rigour which might be asked, which is whether the board

should be representative at all. That is a validwith which they look at VAT returns. With how
much rigour do you think you look at the scheme? question to ask and one which the Government will

take into account in its review.(Mr Broadbent) The scheme as a whole or
individual schemes? 163. It might instead be entirely independent and

hands off.159. Specifically whether you verify a reasonable
(MrBroadbent) We have sought to get a balance ofsample with the same rigour with which you look at

representation. We have done the best we can and IVAT returns.
think there is a good balance now. There is a quite(Mr Broadbent) We certainly have provided
separate question as to whether in fact you can doENTRUST with input on skills and systems and
something completely different.expertise to set up risk based systems which I am

satisfied are at least as good as the VAT systems. We 164. That brings me straight onto the next point
also monitor ENTRUST and indeed accompany a which is that Customs should consider further
certain number of their visits to make sure those whether groups such as the waste management
controls are being implemented in practice. industry have too dominant a role, whereas local

community groups are less well represented.160. Paragraph 4.24 of the Comptroller and
(Mr Broadbent) The waste management industryAuditor General’s report says that “Customs are

had three directors out of 11 and now has two out ofsatisfied that Lodge Service have undertaken
11 which is not a dominant role. This is a board ofsufficient visits . . . We noted, however, that Customs
some standing; I am glad to see that the recentstaff have not accompanied Lodge Service on a
appointments have been of very high calibre.sample of visits to see whether the checks are being

adequately carried out”. Do you think you could or 165. The Comptroller and Auditor General’s nextshould actually accompany Lodge Service on visits? recommendation was that “Customs should ensure
(Mr Broadbent) Yes, I think we should and we that ENTRUST review whether all environmental

have set a target of one per cent of visits per sample. bodies meet the most recent requirements for
We have now in fact accompanied two visits. The enrolment”. We are talking about new applications.
reason we had not accompanied Lodge visits before How does that stand?
was that ENTRUST do also do their own visiting (Mr Broadbent) That has been completed.and in fact Lodge Service visit the lower risk cases.

166. “Customs should consider ways to provideWe had given a higher priority to accompanying the
ENTRUST with a greater range of options for takingENTRUST visits which we had done.
action against environmental bodies”. We have161. May I return to the concluding paragraph of discussed this to some extent already. “Customsthe Comptroller and Auditor General’s report which should consider whether to make it a condition of thewas referred to earlier by Mr Steinberg, when he scheme that environmental bodies must commitpointed up the difference between Customs’ own contributions to projects within two years afterview that ENTRUST had been effective and the receipt”. Where does that stand?Comptroller and Auditor General’s view, “I consider (Mr Broadbent) That is something we are activelyhowever that there are some fundamental looking at at the moment. I can go into the pros andweaknesses in the design of the Scheme”. He went on cons if you wish.to make some other recommendations himself and I

167. Where do you stand?should also like to take you through those. The first
one was, “Customs should examine whether the (Mr Broadbent) There is a balance of judgement

which we have not yet made. If you put a two-yearscheme could be simplified without loosening key
controls over tax credits and expenditure on cap on it you will lose a lot of large good schemes. A

good many of these schemes take more than twoprojects”. Where does that now stand?
years.(Mr Broadbent) There are some simplifications

which might be introduced, but our honest 168. You mean it takes more than two years to—
judgement is that those are at the margin. This is a (Mr Broadbent) If you can be satisfied that thecomplex scheme and probably the controls cannot be money is under control, there is a lot to be said forradically simplified without changing the scheme allowing longer-term schemes.radically.

169. If there were a cap but it were to be a different162. The next point was that Customs should look period, could it be for two and a half years or threeat whether the organisational responsibilities could years?be more clearly separated to avoid concerns over (Mr Broadbent) That is the issue on which weconflict of interests. perhaps need to do some more work.(Mr Broadbent) Narrowly on the issue of waste
170. The next point, “Customs should considermanagement, which was instanced in this case, oddly

whether local authorities should not be allowed toenough I have come at this from a slightly different
require successful bidders for waste disposaldirection. The waste management representatives,
contracts to make contributions to specifiedbecause they are the only ones who have money at
environmental bodies”risk, have actually been very helpful on the board in

pushing for effective regulation. It is very difficult. (Mr Broadbent) We should consider this. We are
considering it actively and I would add that CustomsWe have tried to create an organisational balance.

Our terms of approval set out a range of interests feel uncomfortable at this development where local
authorities are sometimes making it a term ofwhich should be represented. There is perhaps a

wider question which the NAO report does not ask, contracts that contributions are made to
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environmental bodies and our current feeling is, (Mr Broadbent) It is currently 56 per cent going to
although we are reviewing it, that we want to see those categories which is up from 33 per cent.
whether we can find a way of stopping it.

179. Forgive me, but I am not aware of the
171. A final recommendation. “Customs should Government’s stated target. Have they stated a

make it a requirement that environmental bodies target higher than 56 per cent?
should prepare their audited accounts in a way that (Mr Broadbent) They have not stated a target.
allows ENTRUST to check whether notifications They have made it clear they wish to see significantly
received during the financial year have been fully more money going into these objectives relative to
accounted for”. other objectives. No target has been set.

(MrBroadbent) This is being done. ENTRUST are (Mr Carrigan) An indicative guideline was 65 per
currently trialing a disclosure in accounts and if that cent.
trial is successful it will be implemented next year.

180. Would you be able to let the Committee have
172. May I turn to the question of the contract with a note setting out the proportions for all of them,

ENTRUST? You said earlier that there is no new A to F?
contract. Could you tell us what there is and what (Mr Broadbent) Yes and we could do it either for
you have done and when you did it? now or for now compared with an earlier date. I am

(Mr Broadbent) We do not have a contract with not sure whether you are looking for the trend or for
ENTRUST and it is important to make that point at the statement.3
the outset and importantly we have taken legal

181. It would be interesting to see the history of itadvice to make sure we do not create a contract with
and then where it is expected to be.ENTRUST because it would be completely wrong to

do so. We do have what are called terms of approval (Mr Broadbent) The history is interesting.
and this is really a service level agreement, it is the

182. Finally I should like to ask you about anothermechanism by which we make it clear to ENTRUST
point the Environment Committee referred to,what we expect them to do to discharge their
namely that there was perhaps too much emphasis onresponsibilities. It is my control mechanism over
PR. Do you think that is a fair point, that there hasENTRUST. It says you can just do certain risk tests.
been too much emphasis in schemes on public

173. You had a service level agreement before. Do relations and not enough on real environmental
you have a new service level agreement now? benefit?

(MrBroadbent) We have always had a service level (Mr Broadbent) If you are referring to individual
agreement. It has been frequently revised because of schemes, so long as they actually meet the criteria
the rapid development of the scheme and the latest ENTRUST does not have the power to block them.
revision was made quite recently, last month I think. That does mean of course that we have to interpret

what the criteria are and in every individual case that174. This was the one at the end of October.
has been properly done. As an overall judgement, the(MrBroadbent) The beginning of October. To give
Government cannot really have a view which saysyou an idea of that, the discussions on the revisions
this is right or wrong because the nature of thewhich were incorporated in that started in January.
scheme is that those decisions are taken as anThe original intention was to try to produce them by
aggregate of local decisions.August which is ENTRUST’s financial year and they

got held up because some of the issues are quite 183. I was thinking particularly of the evidence
complex. given by the UK Quality Ash Association which told

that Committee that there appeared to be a number175. It is true to say that very recently you
of approved schemes which were more related toconcluded a new service level agreement.
public relations and not to providing society with(Mr Broadbent) Yes, it is true.
real environmental benefits. It went on that Friends

176. That is the agreement which includes the of the Earth also noted a need to prevent the use of
12-month provisional extension, as it were. landfill tax money by landfill operators for public

(Mr Broadbent) Yes. It includes a termination relations purposes.
provision of 12 months, which is there to create a (Mr Broadbent) These are absolutely correct
degree of certainty in an uncertain position. aspirations. In the regulation of the scheme, we are

satisfied that all the individual projects meet the177. May I ask you about the guidelines for requirements of the scheme.approved objects under the scheme, regulation 33
sets them out? There are six guidelines: A to F. Do 184. You are.
you have a breakdown of the proportion of the funds (MrBroadbent) Yes, we are. It may be in aggregate
which go into each of these different categories? that because the actual decisions are taken locally as

(Mr Broadbent) There is a breakdown. I do not to what to spend the money on that has produced an
actually have the detailed percentages with me. What emphasis towards a set of objectives which do not fit
we have been looking at closely recently though are a top-down strategic objective; that is part of the
the C and CC categories which are the ones which the nature of the scheme. We are satisfied that the
Government set out most recently in line with their individual projects have been satisfied, have been
waste management strategy and made it clear they properly regulated, recognising in some individual
wished to see an increase in the proportion of funds cases that that judgement has to be quite a fine one.
going to those categories.

3 Ev 24-25, Appendix 1.178. What is the proportion at the moment?
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185. You mentioned at the beginning of your 195. It is not in the public sector. After hearings in

relation to the Development Board for Rural Walesevidence that everything has a cost and a benefit and
there would be a cost in changing the arrangements and after hearings into the Welsh Development

Agency many years ago we laid down that gaggingand probably smaller community groups would lose
out effectively. In terms of the impact on the clauses would be unacceptable in the public sector.

Mr Broadbent, how relevant is that since it applied inenvironment specifically, what do you think is likely
to produce a better effect: a large number of schemes the public sector to the situation of ENTRUST?
or a very large number of small schemes? (Mr Broadbent) It does have relevance. Equally it

has relevance that the individuals concerned in this(Mr Broadbent) That is an issue of environment
case were pursuing private sector careers and apolicy on which I am not sure I am qualified to
balance of interests had to be found.comment. My job is to collect the tax and to monitor

the credit scheme. My observation was simply that in 196. I see that the board suspended the Chiefmaking judgements about the scheme Ministers will Executive, Dr Sills in April and there were lengthyneed to weigh what would probably be a more negotiations and then he resigned in July. For thatstrategically effective scheme if it were run and period, April, May, June, July, three to four months,financed by central government against the loss was he on gardening leave?probably of some local involvement in smaller scale (Lord Cranbrook) I believe we have agreed that weprojects. The judgement between those two things is shall be discussing issues of this nature in a momenta policy judgement I am not qualified to make. or two.Ministers will make it and they have probably Mr Williams: I would not regard that as all thatalready indicated by saying they are attracted to a intimate. I doubt the Committee will regard it asscheme which is part or fully public spending; you something once we go into private session that wecan see perhaps where the balance of their thinking shall retain as confidential. In the past we never havelies as this scheme gets bigger and bigger. Originally done. We have always allowed people to state theirthe scheme had quite small sums of money in and case if they wish to in private, but I cannot off hand,might have been entirely appropriate. It now has other than where prosecutions were pending, think£100 million a year, so maybe we do need to think of any circumstance where we have actually allowedthat this is a strategic sum of money and not a tactical it to remain confidential. I shall just ask one or twoamount of money. questions when we are in closed session.

Mr JenkinsMr Williams
197. I did not get an answer to one particular point186. Who sets the salary levels at ENTRUST?

and I should like to ask Mr Broadbent. If you were(Lord Cranbrook) Of the staff or of the board?
overseeing a department which ran its audit and

187. The board. inspection staff down to one, whilst transferring the
remainder of its staff onto work which was required(Lord Cranbrook) Members of the company.
to get projects through, and in this period from 1996

188. What is the maximum salary? they got 11,000 projects through, was the reason that
(Lord Cranbrook) Mine I should think; it must be. the site operators were unwilling to contribute any

monies to the projects unless ENTRUST gave its189. I was not asking who, I was asking what.
prior approval therefore moving the risk from them(Mr Whiting) About £21,300
to the taxpayer? What would you think of an
organisation which did that?190. For how many days a week.

(Mr Broadbent) It was a combination of things.(Lord Cranbrook) At present it is about four days
There was actually a staff shortage at the time anda week, sometimes five. It is not determined on that
there was also an allocation of resources issue. In thebasis. This week it is going to be three.
allocation of resources a lot of priority had been

191. I noted that in the early days you did not take given to seeking to give some pre-clearance, some
remuneration either. I just wanted to clarify the pre-assurance in the earlier stages of a scheme. It is
position. A second point for clarification. When the possible to argue that in a changeover from that to
Environment Select Committee was having its actually auditing the scheme there was a lag which
hearing and there was the question of Mr Roger led to this pinchpoint on resources at that time.
Hewitt and also the question of people being (Mr Carrigan) There was never at any time a
arrested, it was all sub judice. Is that all still sub transfer of staff from compliance duties to approval
judice? duties. The staff were grown as the workload

(Lord Cranbrook) Yes. developed.
Mr Jenkins: Dog and tail comes to mind.192. Was Dr Sills required to sign a gagging clause?

(Lord Cranbrook) A confidentiality agreement was
signed at the time of his resignation.

Mr Gardiner
193. By him?

198. May I ask that we receive a written note to(Lord Cranbrook) By both parties.
clarify the issues around the memorandum and

194. What did you want him to keep quiet about? articles of association of the company and the
changes which were made to that and precisely what(Lord Cranbrook) It was part of the negotiated

terms which is quite normal. effect those changes had?
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(Mr Broadbent) This is in relation to the known if we had felt it was an entirely wrong decision

in retrospect. It was a balance of judgement but thedisposition of assets.4
issues taken into account by the board were to get a(Lord Cranbrook) All the changes of course are
reasonably quick settlement, because it is not a goodrecorded at Companies House and open to public
thing for an organisation to have no Chief Executive,inspection.
and to get an economical settlement, that is toChairman: Thank you very much. That concludes
minimise the cost of their advice and that was the bestthe public session. Could anybody who is not either
way to proceed and I have no reason to doubt thata witness or an official directly involved now kindly
advice.leave the room. I thank you for your attention and

for attending this public session. 202. Was a settlement made before any legal costs
arose? What legal costs were involved?The Committee continued to take evidence, in

(Lord Cranbrook) The legal costs at the time werePrivate
of a mixed nature, but there were inevitably legal
costs on taking the proper advice in order to reach a
settlement.Chairman

203. Can you not give us any feel for what they199. We are now in private session and I should say
might have been?that anything we say is private, but the Committee

(Mr Broadbent) We can tell you exactly what theydoes have the power to decide to publish anything it
were but they covered a number of items.5hears today if it wishes. You understand that.

(Mr Broadbent) Yes.

200. You did say that some sensitive issues were Mr Gardiner
involved. Could you just tell us what the sensitivity

204. Could we ask for a breakdown?involved in this is?
(Mr Broadbent) We can certainly give you a(Mr Broadbent) First of all, I appreciate the fact

breakdown of the costs. Some legal costs werethat you have gone into private session and I entirely
incurred in the contempt hearing because clearlyunderstand that it is your judgement as to what you
when the company realised they had inadvertentlysubsequently make public. I simply felt we should
committed contempt they did take legal advice anddischarge our responsibilities and then allow you to
they had to have advice all the way through and thatmake the judgement. The sensitivity is reasonably
had a cost. There were also legal advice costs in thestraightforward. A confidentiality agreement was
board deciding what to do as a result of thesigned in this case; we can debate why. It was signed
contempt, because the board were very shocked atand I believe we have a duty to the individual who is
this event. There were also then legal costs inthe other party to that agreement because the reason
terminating the contract. The total of all those coststhe confidentiality agreement was signed was that
was £23,000 and I am sure ENTRUST could give youneither party in the event felt it worth pursuing,
an exact breakdown if you wished.possibly through industrial tribunals, the issues

which led to the parting of the ways by mutual
agreement. The cost of that would have been very

Mr Steinberghigh. Equally, in order to get a voluntary agreement,
the individual concerned did not wish statements to 205. I have the information I wanted. I think it is

important when public money is being dolled out,be made which suggested he was at fault. For
example, there are not public statements that he had that it should be transparent. One thing which does

spring to mind is that in view of the paragraph I readbeen suspended, there are not public statements
which suggest that the board had a number of out earlier from the Tenth Report of the

Environment Committee, paragraph 5, whichdifficulties with his actions which led to a breakdown
in trust. On the specific question you asked me at the seemed to criticise virtually the whole organisation,

why was it felt necessary for the Chief Executive’soutset, which I am now happy to answer if you wish,
the terms of the settlement were to pay him head to roll? Was he held totally responsible for the

failure or was it shared between theChair and the restapproximately £59,000, which was 11 months’
salary. His contract would have entitled him to six of the board? I do not think you can answer that,

can you?months, so it was more than his contractual
entitlement but I understand and quite accept that (Mr Broadbent) Would you like me to comment?
ENTRUST were advised that the total cost was less 206. Yes.
than the cost would have been in legal fees and indeed (Mr Broadbent) We have obviously looked rathersalary costs if they had disputed the case and come to carefully at this and I would say in Lord Cranbrook’sa final conclusion. presence that as the overseer of the regulator, when

201. So this was the justification for paying him 11 the regulator goes through a passage like this the
months’ salary: you were advised that any other overseer looks very carefully to see what has
course of action could have resulted in a greater cost happened and to see whether necessary changes have
to the public purse. been made. The issues which arose in the case of the

Chief Executive were not just that there was a(Mr Broadbent) It was a decision which the
ENTRUST board had to take. It was not a decision contempt hearing and that was the end of it. There

were wider issues than that. There were severalfor Customs, but clearly we did see all
documentation and would have made our views disciplinary issues; some of those were connected

5 Ev 28, Appendix 2.4 Ev 25, Appendix 1.
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with actions which led up to the contempt hearing, later. I assume he had his pension contributions over

both periods. Were pension contributions made forsome went slightly wider. In fact the board set up a
panel consisting of directors, none of whom was the 11-month period?
Lord Cranbrook, who looked at the matter and (Mr Whiting) No, he did not. The settlement
concluded there was a case to answer and at that included nothing for loss of pension.
point the board and Chief Executive concluded really 212. But he did receive pension contributions for
that the relationships had broken down. My the four months.
comment is that what we as the overseer asked (Mr Whiting) Yes, we would have paid them forourselves was whether the lesson had been learned that time.and whether the board had really taken seriously the

213. What percentage was pension?questions being put by that Committee. I believe the
(Mr Whiting) Five per cent.answer to those questions is yes, the board were very,

very shocked by what happened and they did try to 214. That would have been another £1,000 making
learn lessons. This is one of a number of outcomes. it round about £21,000. Did he have the use of a car?

(Lord Cranbrook) Yes.

215. During the four months?
Mr Williams (Lord Cranbrook) Yes.

216. During the 11 months?207. Why did you not dismiss him?
(Lord Cranbrook) No.(Mr Broadbent) It is not my role.

(Lord Cranbrook) What we did was set up an 217. We also have to add on the use of a car. Did
investigation into his performance. That he have any performance bonuses despite what
investigation was conducted by two non-executive happened?
directors who were appointed by the board. They (Lord Cranbrook) No.
were board members and they were two non-

218. Anything else at all you can think of that heexecutive directors who had fairly recently joined the
received?board and therefore they came to it with a good new

(Lord Cranbrook) No. I do not think he receivedperspective. They were two non-executive directors
anything else.who represented the two wings: one of them was

familiar with industry and industrial processes and 219. Who asked for the confidentiality agreement,
the other was very used to human relations and he or you?
conciliation. The board considered that there were (Lord Cranbrook) Both parties.
two persons best fitted from amongst us to conduct

220. Why? Why did you want it?an inquiry to consider whether disciplinary
(Lord Cranbrook) We saw it as equitable that thereproceedings were appropriate. At the end of their

should be no recriminations, no public discussionsinquiry these two persons concluded that it would be
from either party that this should happen.appropriate to consider whether disciplinary

proceeding were appropriate. Therefore there was a 221. On the basis of the questions I have asked I
next stage and at that stage the Chief Executive have been doing rough calculations. What I should
tendered his resignation.6 like you to do is submit a piece of paper to the

Committee giving more precise information than I208. If he had not tendered his resignation, if he
have been able to calculate off the top of my head forhad not resigned, what would his entitlement have
each of the sub-headings so we can get some idea ofbeen then? On resigning he was entitled to six
what this episode cost you?months, what would he have been entitled to on

(Lord Cranbrook) Yes.7dismissal?
(Lord Cranbrook) I guess six months also.
(MrWhiting) Six months’ notice. It depends on the Mr Gardinerfacts of the case.

222. I should like you to answer Mr Williams’ first
209. Not for a disciplinary dismissal. You do not question. Why did you not dismiss him?

give six months’ notice for a disciplinary dismissal. (Lord Cranbrook) We did not dismiss him because
(Lord Cranbrook) We did not get to that stage we did not go through the proper procedure. A

because he resigned soon after a disciplinary sub- disciplinary sub-committee was set up but that
committee was set up. A disciplinary sub-committee disciplinary sub-committee never met. We therefore
was set up and he chose then to resign. had no ground to dismiss him.

210. So he got £59,000 in settlement, that is 11 223. So you failed in your managerial role of
months’ pay. Is that in addition to the pay he had for conducting the correct disciplinary procedures.
three to four months when he was on gardening (Lord Cranbrook) Not at all. We were advancing
leave? the correct disciplinary procedures.

(Lord Cranbrook) He was on full pay during the
224. Maybe I misheard you. I am sorry. I thoughtperiod of the internal inquiry.

you said that you could not dismiss him because you
set up a disciplinary committee which then did not211. So that would be about another £20,000 he
meet.had over that period. So that brings him up to round

about £79,000—you can give me the precise figures (Lord Cranbrook) Yes.

7 Ev 26-28, Appendix 2.6 Ev 26 and footnote 1, Appendix 2.
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225. Why did it not meet? accountable for their failings was not held

accountable for their failings and there is a cost to the(Lord Cranbrook) Because he chose to resign.8
organisation from that, is there not?226. Was there not a case for not accepting his (Lord Cranbrook) Since the committee did notresignation but actually subjecting him to your meet we cannot in any way prejudge the conclusionsdisciplinary procedures? that the disciplinary investigation might have(Lord Cranbrook) The advice we received was that reached.this would be of no advantage to either party and

likely to be considerably more expensive than the
solution which we achieved through mutual Jon Trickettagreement.

233. I have been involved in large numbers of
227. What really always gets me is the failure of disciplinary actions. You tend to get the advice that

organisations to apply disciplinary procedures. Industrial Tribunals are slightly unpredictable in
What you said is that it was of little advantage to their outcome. I can understand that some money
either party. It was certainly a great advantage to him was possibly at risk in terms of you being represented
to walk off into the sunset without the criticism and at the Industrial Tribunal had it gone that far.
without the opprobrium that a disciplinary Normally the advice I would receive from human
committee would then have been able to put him relations people and legal people would be that this
through. Here you had somebody who was found to is an open and shut case or this guy has done wrong
be in contempt of Parliament. You are saying that is but he also has a grievance against the employer,
not decent grounds to press a disciplinary case. Do therefore the thing is going to get messy in an
you not feel you have a public obligation that this guy Industrial Tribunal and it is best to close the case and
does not go into some other public organisation in a settle for what you can. I am just wondering whether
managerial capacity and then reap the sort of you received any advice that in some way you were
mayhem he did in your organisation? vulnerable for treating him as an employee in ways in

(Lord Cranbrook) Those words are quite which he might be able to come back to you on. I ask
unjustified and I should be very sorry indeed if that because you settled quickly. He did not resign
anything I said could be taken to support those terms and do a deal with you, that is quite clear. Then you
you have just used. I do not have it before me now, asked him to sign a confidentiality clause not to make
but there was a meeting of the Select Committee and criticisms of the board or the company. That will
that Select Committee recommended that no further worry the Committee. I am just wondering whether
action be taken on the contempt. you can say as a matter of fact whether you received

any such advice from any of your advisers.228. Your committee which looked at disciplinary
(Lord Cranbrook) The decisions were made at theproceedings said that such proceedings should be

board level. They were made always by the fullinitiated. You then set up the committee to take those
board. The decision to enter into a confidentialitydisciplinary proceedings. Why did you back off.
agreement was mutual. It would be wrong to say that(Lord Cranbrook) For the reasons which I have
it was something we insisted on initially. It was aalready given you, which were justified in human and
mutual decision that the future prospects for Dr Sillscommercial terms.
would be best preserved by a decision of this nature.

229. Whose human terms? Do you mean being nice
234. With respect, you have not answered theto the man?

question. The question is quite simple really. Your(Lord Cranbrook) No. Neither party would have
company is a beneficiary from the confidentialitybenefited from a long and open wrangle.
clause just as he is. You are both parties to it and he

230. Would the public have benefited from being has agreed not to criticise you or to make his
able to find out what this guy had done that was, in grievances against you public. We do not know what
the view of the committee you had set up, subject to his grievances are and it occurs to me that it would be
a disciplinary proceeding? interesting to have him in front of us. What I am

(Lord Cranbrook) What happened was a mutual asking you is a very, very simple question. Did you
breakdown of confidence. When that has happened, receive advice from any of your advisers that you
there is very little you can do in a business of any were vulnerable as a company or as an employer to
nature to restore a working relationship with the any grievances which he may have against you.
Chief Executive. (LordCranbrook) The board did not receive advice

of that nature.231. You still fail to answer the question.
(Lord Cranbrook) I think that does answer the 235. Or any advice at all other than the financial

question. risk of going to an Industrial Tribunal which led you
to agree to settle prior to disciplinary proceedings232. No, with respect, it does not answer the
being launched.question. The point here is that you had a procedure

(Lord Cranbrook) The board consistently receivedwhich recommended that disciplinary proceedings
advice from our legal adviser.should be pursued. You then accepted the guy’s

resignation which meant that whilst it was probably
going to work out about the same in cost, though

Mr Gardinerperhaps slightly less in cost to you as an organisation,
it did mean that somebody who could have been held 236. Was that written advice?

(Lord Cranbrook) I could disclose the advice if
8 Ev 26 and footnote 1, Appendix 2. you wish.
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clearly. I am sure the record will show that. Are youJon Trickett
saying that what you said to us ten minutes ago may237. Is it written advice which the Committee
have been incorrect?could see?

(Lord Cranbrook) Yes, I think so. If that is what I(Lord Cranbrook) Yes.
said, that was incorrect.

Mr Rendel Chairman
238. You keep saying things like “it was equitable

245. I think you had better take it away and checkthat we should have a mutual agreement for
your board minutes.confidentiality”, “it was in his interests”. Why were

(Lord Cranbrook) Yes, I need to. It is not a line ofyou taking his interests into account at this stage? If
questioning I had been briefed to expect, so I need tothis was somebody you wanted to get rid of, why
check the documents.were you making a confidentiality agreement which

246. Would you check that out and come back tofavoured him?
us?(Lord Cranbrook) I think you misinterpret the

(Lord Cranbrook) Yes.circumstances in so far as what occurred was a
mutual breakdown of confidence and therefore both
parties realised that there was no future.

Mr Gardiner
239. I can only repeat the question. Why did you

247. Are we going to get all the advice which wasdo something which was benefiting him, if there was
given by their legal advisers in respect of theno future? You wanted to get rid of the guy, you were
confidentiality agreement and the deal that wasno longer interested in his future, you were interested
concluded in writing to this Committee?in your company. It may well have been in the

(Lord Cranbrook) I probably need legal advice tointerests of your company to have full disclosure.
know how much—(Lord Cranbrook) In the world of companies you

(Mr Broadbent) May I make a suggestion? Wedo not just get rid of people. You have to go through
have taken this very seriously at Customs and lookedthe appropriate steps which are laid down in our
into it. Perhaps the first step would be for Customs tocompany procedures. We had to have a disciplinary
provide a note based on the material we have andinvestigation before we could reach a conclusion that
then if that is not sufficient . . . You are shaking yourthere would be grounds for dismissal.
head. I was trying to suggest a way forward.240. I entirely accept that, but was there anything Mr Gardiner: With respect, the way forward is forin your procedures which said you had to have a us to have copies of the legal advice which the boardconfidentiality agreement? took. That is the answer to Mr Trickett’s question.(Lord Cranbrook) No. We should have the legal advice so that we know on

241. So why was it in your interests? You keep what basis the board took the decision that it did with
telling us that you asked for it as well as him. Why did respect to the package.
you ask for a confidentiality agreement?

(Lord Cranbrook) It is fair that confidentiality
Chairmanagreements have to be binding mutually on both

parties. 248. You have to take this away and give us the
fullest possible note. We shall then have a look at that242. Of course, but why did you ask for one? If he
note and if we are not satisfied with it, we shall comeasks for one and you accept it, then it has to be
back to you and ask for more information.9binding on both parties, but why did you ask for one?

(Lord Cranbrook) I am quite content that we leave(Lord Cranbrook) I would have to look at the
it there.board minutes to see which way the initiative came

Chairman: Thank you very much. It has been quitefrom.
a long and difficult session but you have answered243. You said it was mutual. You have repeated our questions very courteously and we have made aseveral times that it was mutual. lot of progress, particularly in ways in which we can(Lord Cranbrook) It was mutual when it was perhaps develop new innovative ways of givingultimately realised, but I would need to check the ENTRUST intermediate powers. It has been a verywritten record to see how it arose frankly, when you useful session. Thank you very much.press me.
9 Ev 26-28, Appendix 2.

Mr Gardiner

244. With respect, you said that it would be
entirely wrong to suggest that the request for it had
been initiated by him. That was your response earlier
on. I did not write it down, but I remember it very
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APPENDIX 1

Supplementary memorandum submitted by HM Customs and Excise

Question 143: further information on problems caused by unspent credits and reconciliation of credits and
contributions.

Two separate issues are involved here. The first is the reconciliation of landfill site operators’ tax credits
with the contributions received by environmental bodies. When a site operator makes a contribution to an
approved environmental body then the body informs ENTRUST of the date and the amount received along
with the name of the site operator. ENTRUST give this information to Customs in order that the contribution
can be reconciled with the tax credit claimed by the landfill site operator. The NAO reported (paragraph 4.25)
that Customs had identified an imbalance of approximately £8 million but this problem was already being
addressed. Customs are happy that this system is now working well and there are no major problems requiring
further regulation at present. The total discrepancy between credits claimed and amounts notified to
ENTRUST is currently £33,000.
The second issue is that of money contributed to an environmental body that remains unspent by the body
for some period of time. Many projects take more than two years to complete. Some of these projects can be
funded in stages. However, other projects require all the money to be provided up front. This can be because
of fears that landfill site operators would withdraw funding in subsequent years with the body being left with
a partially completed project. Or because of the need for matched funding where a body can obtain funds
through either central or EU grants provided the money to be matched is already held. Again this can mean
that a body will get the entire project funding up front but spend it over the life of the project which can be
more than two years.
ENTRUST monitor those bodies which have held funds for more than two years and it is a factor that they
consider when assessing risk. Figures for proportion of spend are moving in the right direction—the latest
available (September 2001) show 57 per cent of contributions have been spent within two years of receipt.
(NAO Report: 47 per cent). In line with the NAO’s recommendation we are looking at whether a time limit
for spending contributions would be appropriate, and if so what the period should be.

Question 151: position on benefits from patents developed as a result of Landfill Tax Credit Scheme funding.

Under the Landfill Tax Regulations, as amended in January 2000, neither contributing landfill site
operators nor third party contributors may benefit from their contributions. This includes benefit arising
from intellectual property rights.
ENTRUST’s guidance to Environmental Bodies, “Helping you with the Regulations” makes explicit that
research results are required to be published widely in order that benefits are widely shared. In the specific
case of new intellectual property created by their projects, ENTRUST’s guidance recommends that
Environmental Bodies should consider patenting the property, or otherwise protecting its value. Any income
derived from such a patent must also be spent on the objects of the Environmental Body. All these matters
are examined by ENTRUST’s audit staff during their review of projects.

Question 180: proportion of funding allocated to each category A to F.

2001
1997 1998 1999 2000 (to Oct)

Contributions reported by EBs £65m £80m £88m £113m £74m
Spend reported by EBs n/a £28m £76m £52m £95m
Cumulative % [spend by] object A n/a 7.1 5.5 7.0 6.5

B n/a 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4
C!CC n/a 31.0 34 34.0 33.2

D n/a 50.8 51 48.4 50.9
E n/a 10.3 8.5 9.7 8.6
F n/a 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3

The ENTRUST database records total project spending of £251,476,317 at at 31 October 2001.
Expenditure by object is:

Object A 6.49%
Object B 0.44%
Object C 33.19%
Object D 50.94%
Object E 8.60%
Object F 0.34%
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Following the announcement of the indicative guidelines in May 2001, ENTRUST entered into
consultations with landfill operators and enrolled bodies. As a result, in August 2001, a revised form was sent
to all enrolled bodies, asking them to advise ENTRUST of the objects on which their future contributions
were to be spent. Forms received since then indicate the following future expenditure by object:

Object A 2%
Object B 0%
Object C 57%
Object D 29%
Object E 1%
Object F 0%
None specified 11%

Approved categories of project (also known as “approved objects”) are included in regulations and are:

A"reclamation of land whose use is prevented by a previous activity;

B"reduction or prevention of pollution of land which was caused by a previous activity;

C"research and development, education or collection and dissemination of information about more
sustainable waste management practices;

CC"research and development, education or collection and dissemination of information to encourage
the development of products from waste or markets for recycled waste;

D"the provision, maintenance or improvement of a public park or other public amenity in the vicinity
of a landfill site (the park or amenity must not be operated with a view to profit);

E"the maintenance, repair or restoration of a building or other structure of religious or architectural
interest in the vicinity of a landfill site (such places must be open to the public and must not be
operated with a view to profit);

F"the provision of financial, administration and other similar services to enrolled environmental
bodies.

Question 198: clarification of changes to thememorandum of articles detailing what was changed, why and when.

When the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme was being designed in 1996, the working party charged with the task
presumed that the regulatory body would be constituted as a charity, and the memorandum and articles of
the company were drafted accordingly. It was subsequently recognised that the regulatory body would not
have charitable objects, and that it would be necessary to pay directors, and thus it could not be a charity on
two counts. Unfortunately the memorandum and articles were not changed at this time. In 1998 ENTRUST
received legal advice drawing attention to this state of affairs. The memorandum and articles were amended
in May 1998, ratifying fees paid to directors to that date. However that amendment did not allow for future
fees subsequent to that date, and a further change to permit this was made in February 2000. At that time
lawyers were asked to check the memorandum and articles for any other provisions that were incompatible
with ENTRUST not being a charity. As a result of this, one further change was made in May 2000, in relation
to Clause 9.

Clause 9 in the memorandum refers to the distribution of any surplus funds which may result upon the
winding-up or dissolution of the company. Its intention is to ensure that any such funds should be transferred
in the first instance to any successor body. Originally it required such funds to be transferred to “another
charitable body”. Since ENTRUST is not a charitable body, nor could be, nor is it likely that any successor
body could or would be, the clause clearly needed to be amended, by deletion of the word “charitable”. Any
surplus funds still have to be given or transferred to an institution having objects similar to ENTRUST, (i.e.
a successor body), or if none can be identified, to some charitable object.

Mr Richard Broadbent
Chairman
HM Customs and Excise

December 2001
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APPENDIX 2

Supplementary memorandum submitted by ENTRUST

SUSPENSION/DEPARTURE OF DR R SILLS

I

1. I was requested by the Public Accounts Committee to prepare and submit a note, responding to the
questions raised during the private session on 5 November 2001, concerning payments made to Dr Richard
Sills, and the legal advice received by ENTRUST on these and associated matters. This note is submitted in
response to that request.

B

2. On 27 February 2001, the then Chief Executive of ENTRUST, Dr Richard Sills (“RS”), wrote a letter
to Dr Malcolm Aickin. That letter appears as an Appendix to the Tenth Report of the Environment,
Transport and Regional Affairs Committee (“the Environment Committee”), Session 2000–01. As a result
of that letter ENTRUST and RS apologised to the Environment Committee for a contempt of Parliament
contained in that letter.

3. ENTRUST accepted corporate responsibility for that contempt while pointing out that the said letter
of 27 February 2001 did not reflect a resolution of the Board of ENTRUST pursuant to which the offending
letter of 27 February 2001 was purportedly written.

4. The Board of ENTRUST was properly concerned that ENTRUST had unwittingly committed a
contempt of Parliament, including the ill-judged and inappropriate response of RS to Board instructions. The
Board was further concerned that the performance of RS may have been unsatisfactory in other respects.

5. Accordingly, at its meeting on 28 March 2001, the Board resolved to set up an investigation into the
performance of RS with a view to considering whether disciplinary proceedings were appropriate. RS was
suspended from carrying out the duties of his post (but as a neutral, non-disciplinary measure). He was not on
“gardening leave” but was under suspension. RS was entitled to be paid during the period of his suspension, in
accordance with his contractual entitlement (standard practice in both public and private sectors). His annual
salary was £65,742. In addition, ENTRUST made an employer’s pension contribution (5 per cent of salary)
and RS was entitled to the use of a leased car.

6. The Investigation Panel reported to the Board of ENTRUST at its meeting on 21 May 2001. The Board
decided to set up a Disciplinary Sub Committee to consider disciplinary charges against RS.

7. Following the notification of that decision to RS, discussions took place which resulted in an agreement
between RS and ENTRUST for the termination of his employment on 30 June 2001 by mutual agreement.
For the avoidance of doubt, RS did not offer to resign1. He was prepared to agree to leave if terms could be
agreed. RS was not dismissed but the reality is that he lost his job on account of a breakdown in the confidence
that has to exist between the non-executive directors of a company and its Chief Executive.

8. Even if he had been dismissed following the conclusion of disciplinary proceedings, including internal
appeal procedures, RS would have been entitled to receive payments made to him in respect of the period 28
March 2001 to 30 June 2001. Those payments do not represent an additional cost. For the period from 29
March 2001 to 21 May 2001 (date of decision to initiate disciplinary proceedings) these costs were £9,711;
and for the period from 22 May 2001 to 30 June 2001 (date of termination of employment) £7,205.

9. ENTRUST received, and at all times acted in accordance with, legal advice from Rowe & Maw [now
Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw] specialist public law and employment law solicitors of London EC4.
ENTRUST was advised of a need to proceed with due despatch but not at the expense of proceeding in a
manner which might have exposed ENTRUST to avoidable risk of successful legal challenge. Dismissals may
be held to be unfair on procedural as well as substantive grounds.

S P

10. RS received a severance payment of £59,900. In addition, he received the sum of £1002 (necessary to
make legally enforceable his ongoing duty of confidentiality in respect of trade secrets, confidential
information and otherwise): see below.

11. In considering the level of payment to be made to RS, ENTRUST had regard to legal advice, including
advice that any other course of action could have resulted in greater cost to ENTRUST.

1 During the evidence session, Imistakenly stated thatRS “chose to resign”.Myuse of this termmayhave led tomisunderstanding.
If that is the case, I apologise unreservedly.

2 This comprised two payments of £1 and £99 respectively. The differing (nominal) amounts have no legal significance.
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12. That advice included the fact that, whether or not a disciplinary case against RS was established, there
were no grounds for his summary dismissal. RS would therefore have been entitled to six months’ notice (or
pay in lieu of notice) in any event. The discretionary element of the settlement therefore represented the
equivalent of five months’ salary, approximately £27,000.

13. In considering the contempt of Parliament for which RS had at least some responsibility, ENTRUST
was aware that RS had cleared the contempt letter with Manchester solicitors who were then advising
ENTRUST but who had failed to advise against sending the letter. ENTRUST was advised that this was an
important factor and should not be overlooked in assessing the culpability of RS, and hence the remedies
open to ENTRUST, in respect of the contempt.

14. ENTRUST was further advised that any disciplinary proceedings and internal appeal proceedings in
accordance with RS’s contractual entitlement would inevitably have been over a protracted period (during
which period RS would have been entitled to be paid in full in any event).

15. ENTRUST was advised that disciplinary and internal appeal proceedings would involve the
expenditure of significant management time by senior officers of ENTRUST and would require the time of
the Chairman of ENTRUST and a number of Board members, to the detriment of discharging ENTRUST’s
responsibilities for the operation of the LTCS.

16. It was also advised that, in the event that the outcome of any disciplinary procedure had been a decision
to dismiss RS on notice, it is likely that he would have commenced proceedings against ENTRUST in an
Employment Tribunal alleging unfair dismissal. Such proceedings would again have involved significant
management time and effort and significant legal costs, whatever the outcome. (Costs are not normally
awarded against an unsuccessful party at an Employment Tribunal.)

17. It was also drawn to ENTRUST’s attention that, not only would the process of disciplinary and related
proceedings be time consuming and disruptive, it would also delay the opportunity for ENTRUST to move
forward by replacing a chief executive in whom its Board had lost confidence.

18. For these principal reasons, ENTRUST was advised that the settlement agreed represented a beneficial
settlement from its point of view and ENTRUST proceeded in accordance with that legal advice.

T “C C”

19. If the PAC has a concern that the “confidentiality clause” in the settlement agreement was included to
prevent RS telling his side of the story and from “telling the truth about ENTRUST”, that concern is
misplaced. It is a misunderstanding to assert that ENTRUST required RS “to sign a confidentiality clause
not to make criticisms of the board or the company” or “not to criticise ENTRUST or to make his grievances
against ENTRUST public”.

20. RS was suspended from carrying out his duties on 28 March 2001. ENTRUST considered issuing a
short factual statement as to the position but received representations from RS’s solicitors requesting
ENTRUST not to do so. ENTRUST agreed to that request. From RS’s point of view, it was an important
part of the subsequent settlement that there would be agreement between him and ENTRUST limiting further
statements. The settlement agreement gives effect to RS’s wishes in that regard, as was made clear by Mr
Broadbent in his answer to Q200.

21. In fact, there are two “confidentiality clauses” in the settlement agreement: clauses 5 and 6. Clause 5
is an absolutely standard clause restricting the disclosure of trade secrets and confidential information, for
example, information provided to ENTRUST in confidence. It was included at the instigation of ENTRUST,
in accordance with legal advice to ENTRUST.

22. Clause 6 makes provision for the terms of the settlement agreement itself to be confidential, with
appropriate exceptions. That is standard practice. RS sought to make the clause narrower in scope whereas
ENTRUST argued for wider disclosure. ENTRUST insisted on the clause containing provision enabling it
to disclose the terms of the agreement to HM Customs and Excise.

23. Clause 6 also contains a mutual obligation on RS and ENTRUST not to make or publish any untrue
or misleading statement or comment about the other. Again, that is a standard provision. That provision does
not prevent RS telling his side of the story or from telling “the truth about ENTRUST”. The mutual
obligation is not to make “untrue or misleading statements” and does not have wider effect. ENTRUST is
advised that many confidentiality clauses do seek to prevent any comment by the departing employee at least
for a specified period: no such “gagging clause” was included in the settlement with RS.
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24. The legal advice given in relation to Dr Sills falls into two phases:

(a) 29 March 2001 to 21 May 2001. In that period, Rowe & Maw gave advice to ENTRUST and in
particular to the Investigation Panel which carried out a preliminary (non-disciplinary)
investigation into whether Dr Sills was in breach of his terms of employment. The fees payable to
Rowe & Maw for the period 29 March 2001 to 21 May 2001 in respect of advice to the Investigation
Panel and other matters in relation to Dr Sills were £14,451 (exclusive of VAT).

(b) 22 May 2001 to 9 July 2001. The second phase was the conduct of those negotiations and the drafting
and negotiation of a formal agreement which gave effect to the agreement reached. Those
negotiations resulted in an agreement being concluded on 9 July 2001. The fees payable to Rowe &
Maw for the period 22 May 2001 to 9 July 2001 in respect of the negotiation and conclusion of an
agreement for the mutual termination of the employment of Dr Sills were £8,893 (exclusive of VAT).
That figure represents the legal costs incurred by ENTRUST in negotiating the departure of Dr
Sills.

G

25. I am confident that the decisions taken by ENTRUST were guided by its view of what was in the public
interest, informed by specialist legal advice. The decision whether or not to publish the transcript of the
confidential session, together with this note of clarification, is a matter for the Committee. However, in
support of Mr Broadbent’s remarks (Q200), I request that the Committee considers the likelihood that
publication could be unfairly damaging to RS, bearing in mind that no disciplinary actions took place which
found proved any of the disciplinary charges which RS would have faced.

26. If the Committee requires further information, ENTRUST will be pleased to assist.

Roger Hyde
Chief Executive

Lord Cranbrook
Chairman

ENTRUST

March 2002

APPENDIX 3

Correspondence from Mr Steve Parry and Mr David Hencke to the Clerk of the Committee

ENTRUST   L T C S

Please find below a short note highlighting issues relating to ENTRUST, Landfill Tax and the Landfill Tax
Credit Scheme.

You will be aware that The Guardian submitted a dossier of evidence to the Environment, Transport and
Regional Affairs Select Committee and that this was published as part of the Fifth Report of the Committee
on 19 March 2001 (HC 36–II, Session 2000–01). The recommendations of the Committee (HC 36–I, Session
2000–01) included the conclusion that:

“the best interests of the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme will be served by the replacement of the
regulator, ENTRUST. The new regulator should be closer to Government and will be required to
play an active role in steering the credits available into the most appropriate projects (paragraph
155)”.

Arising from further evidence supplied by The Guardian the Committee also held an inquiry into
misconduct affecting a witness before the Environment Sub-Committee following which the Chairman and
Chief Executive of ENTRUST were found to be in contempt of Parliament. Details of this investigation are
contained in the Committee’s Tenth Report (HC 380, Session 2000–01). The Committee recommended, in
light of an unreserved apology, that:

“the House take no further action in this case. Nevertheless, we remain concerned about the conduct
of ENTRUST, its Chairman, Chief Executive and Board, and its fitness for the role of regulator of
the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme. We are especially disappointed that the Chairman and Chief
Executive appear, from the evidence which they gave to us, to take no view on the appropriate
strategic direction for the regulator of the Scheme, particularly given the Government’s declared
intention to review the workings of the Scheme, [19]. For as long as ENTRUST remains the
regulator, we—and, we expect, our successors in the next Parliament—will continue to take a close
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interest in its work. In particular, we expect that our successors will wish to satisfy themselves that
ENTRUST has appreciated the need to accept constructive criticism of the sort offered by Dr
Aickin and ourselves, and is responding in a more open and positive fashion that has hitherto been
the case. Additionally, in view of the comments and recommendations concerning ENTRUST and
the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme made by the Comptroller and Auditor General in his recent Report
on HM Customs and Excise, we suggest that our colleagues on the Public Accounts Committee may
wish to consider undertaking their own investigation into ENTRUST’s work”.

It would not be appropriate for us to highlight evidence already submitted to the Environment, Transport
and Regional Affairs Committee although we would express total agreement with the Committee’s
recommendation that ENTRUST be replaced. We would also draw the attention of the Committee of Public
Accounts to the apparent conflict of interest shown by a previous member of the ENTRUST Board, Mr
Roger Hewitt, in that he acted as an adviser to a recipient of Landfill Tax Credits that is currently being
investigated for fraud involving around £5 million. A number of people have been arrested and as a
consequence this issue was sub judice at the time of the inquiry by the Environment, Transport and Regional
Affairs Select Committee. We have been informed that Mr Hewitt is likely to act as a prosecution witness. In
addition it may be of interest to the PAC that the ENTRUST Board changed the memorandum and articles
of association of the company in order that funds held by the company could be used for purposes other than
those laid down by the Landfill Tax Regulations if the regulatory role of ENTRUST was transferred to
another body.

Two further issues have been drawn to our attention that may be of particular interest to the PAC.

As a result of being found in contempt of Parliament the ENTRUST Board suspended its Chief Executive,
Dr Richard Sills, in April this year. Following lengthy negotiations Dr Sills resigned in July but it has been
impossible to obtain details of the agreement reached between the ENTRUST Board and its former Chief
Executive. We are concerned at the use of public funds to pay lawyers involved or to provide a “golden
handshake”.

As the PAC will be aware the Treasury and HM Customs and Excise are presently involved in a review of
the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme. We understand that ENTRUST have been involved in a major lobbying
exercise, presumably funded through Landfill Tax Credits, to maintain the scheme as it currently exists.

We are obviously more than happy to provide further details if this is useful.

Steve Parry and David Hencke
The Guardian

22 October 2001

Correspondence from Mr Steve Parry and Mr David Hencke to the Clerk of the Committee

ENTRUST  T L T C S

Just a very brief note reflecting our concern as to a specific recent development.

As you are aware, the Treasury is carrying out a consultation exercise on changes to the Landfill Tax
Regulations and the future role of ENTRUST. This exercise is being carried out by HM Customs & Excise
on behalf of the Treasury. Our understanding is that the Environment Select Committee and the NAO
concluded that the regulations needed to be changed, that the original legislation was flawed and that
ENTRUST required abolition or, at the very least, radical reform. We are now informed that Customs and
Excise have agreed a new contract with ENTRUST covering the period 5 October 2001 to 4 October 2004.

Termination requires notice of 12 months. An amazing coincidence for us is that this week we received a
British Environment Media Award for our investigation into the LTCS thereby raising awareness of the
issues involved to a higher level.

Steve Parry and David Hencke
The Guardian

26 October 2001
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